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ABSTRACT

USING A PEER SUPERVISION MODEL TO IMPLEMENT
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE NCTM STANDARDS
IN ALGEBRA CLASSES IN AN URBAN SCHOOL SYSTEM
SEPTEMBER 1992
LINDA YAGER ABBOTT, B.S., TRINITY COLLEGE
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor Portia C. Elliott

The NCTM Standards have established new directions for math teaching
and learning. The problem of implementation, particularly in urban school
systems remains. This study focuses on an urban school system in Western
Massachusetts. Of particular interest to the researcher is the lack of success
of students in Algebra I. This particular course has traditionally been the
pivotal course that determines if a student gets into and remains in the
“College Preparatory” sequence.

The fact that too many minority and

women students are left out of these choices due to lack of mathematics
preparation can be traced back to being left out of algebra in high school.
What happened to these students? Why were they left out? Why is the
failure rate nearly 45 percent in Algebra I in this public school system?
Teachers working in the traditional classroom

structure of the current

school setting are isolated without opportunities to work in cooperation
with other teachers. Without a process for sharing ideas and a method to
vi

support new teaching strategies, it will not be possible for the vision of the
Standards to become a reality. The challenge for a supervisor is to bring

the message of the Standards to the secondary mathematics teachers in an
urban school system. This study develops and tests a supervision model,
based on peer supervision, for the implementation of teaching strategies
recommended in the Standards. The findings of this study show that peer
supervision can help school systems bring new teaching strategies, like
cooperative learning and hands-on activities, into its Algebra I classrooms.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) Standards
have established new directions for math teaching and learning.

The

problem of implementation, particularly in urban school systems, remains.
Whereas urban areas across the country are facing similar problems, this
study will focus on one particular urban school system in Western
Massachusetts. In this urban setting the secondary mathematics teachers
could be typified as experienced and hard working.
teaching

for twenty years.

Many have been

The primary approach to the teaching of

mathematics is that of lecture and textbook driven homework exercises.
Traditionally, the majority of these teachers have not participated in
professional activities. There has been minimal participation with local
efforts involving mathematics teachers.
Of particular interest to the researcher is the lack of success of students
in Algebra I.

This particular course has traditionally been the pivotal

course that determines if a student gets into and remains in the “College
Preparatory” sequence. Adequate preparation in mathematics is critical to
participation in college level courses and thus continues to be a filter for
decisions available at college and career levels. The fact that too many
minority and women students are left out of these choices due to lack of
mathematics preparation can be traced back to their being left out of
algebra in high school.

What happened to these students? Why were they

left out? Why is the failure rate in this public school system in Algebra I
nearly 45 percent?
Since its creation in the 1920s, the NCTM has focused its attention on
the needs of mathematics teachers and students.
1

Many of our current

teachers were involved with the “Modem Math” era of the 1960s as well as
the “Back to Basics” reform of the 1970s. The Agenda for Action of the
1980s continued working toward improvement in the mathematics
instmctional program for students. Not until the efforts put forth in the
Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics
Standards) in 1989, has there been
providing

(The

an essentially grassroots activity

direction for the sustained improvement of mathematics

learning and teaching.
These Standards provide educators with the background and vision
needed to prepare our students for the next century. An accompanying
document, Professional Standards for Teaching Mathematics (Professional
Standards) provides teachers with ways to accomplish these goals for better
teaching and learning of mathematics. The challenge now is to determine
a way to bring this grassroots effort to urban teachers.
The challenge for a supervisor is bringing the message of the Standards
to these teachers.

Once they are aware and knowledgeable of the

Standards a process needs to be put in place for the implementation. For
teachers to have practice with constructivist teaching as advanced in the
Standards, they need to be able to have a comfortable non threatening
atmosphere in which they can experiment.

Strategies such as using

“Algebra Tiles” (see Algebra Tiles. An Example

pg. 57) and computer

software for increasing understanding need to be learned in an atmosphere
of support and congeniality.
classroom

Teachers

working in the traditional

structure of the current school setting are isolated without

opportunities to work in cooperation with other teachers.

Without a

process for sharing ideas and a method to support new teaching strategies,
it will not be possible for the vision of the Standards to become a reality.

2

Purpose of the Study

This study

developed and tested a supervision model for the

implementation of teaching strategies recommended in the Standards.

A

supervision model based on peer coaching was tested. It is hoped that this
model will help teachers bring new teaching strategies, like cooperative
learning and hands-on activities, into Algebra I classrooms.

Definition of Terms

Constructivist Teaching: “A theory about the limits of human knowledge, a
belief that all knowledge is necessarily a product of our own cognitive
acts.” (Davis et al. 1990, p. 110) “Students are always constructing an
understanding from their experiences.” (Davis et al. 1990, p. Ill)
Teachers need to provide “learning environments in which students can
acquire basic concepts, algorithmic skills, heuristic processes, and habits of
cooperation and reflection.” (Davis et al. 1990, p. 187)

The Standards: The NCTM guidelines provide a broad framework for a
new vision

for mathematics education.

The goal is to improve the

mathematical learning experiences for ALL students. In this process of
empowering mathematics students, teachers themselves will need to be
empowered to provide the experiences necessary for this vision to take
place for their students.

The Professional Standards:

The NCTM companion to the Standards

presents a vision of how teaching and learning of mathematics can be
changed to reach new goals for quality mathematics education for all
students.

3

Manipulatives:
concepts.

Concrete objects and materials used to model mathematical

By using concrete objects followed by pictures of objects,

students are better able to understand basic concepts in mathematics.

Peer Coaching:

A process in which teachers work with other teachers to

affect teaching and learning changes in their classrooms. Teachers work in
a non threatening atmosphere to help each other with changes in their
classroom methodology. By providing each other with immediate feedback
and support, modifications to existing practices can take place.

Cooperative Learning: A process for students working in small groups.
The teacher can pose a question to the entire group and allow students to
work in small groups to discuss and to conjecture. These groups can then
share their outcomes with the other members of the class.

It provides

opportunities for students of all ability levels to work together and learn
from one another.

Questions to be Answered

-Can the peer coaching approach be an effective mechanism for changing
entrenched teaching styles?
-Can the peer coaching approach change teaching from an isolated activity
to a more collaborative and collegial experience?
-Can practice in the constructivist teaching approach create more positive
teacher attitudes toward the teaching of Algebra I?
-Do teachers see positive learning outcomes and/or student attitude
changes?
-Can the recommendations of the Standards be implemented in an urban
school system?

4

Scope and Limitations of the Study

This study was done with teachers in a public school system in Western
Massachusetts.

It was limited to the teaching of Algebra I, and

was

focused on the constmctivist approach in Algebra I classrooms. The use of
manipulatives was encouraged.

Peer coaching pairs were identified,

trained, and assessed. The study included teacher workshops and work in
the schools for one marking period.

Implications of the Study

It is hoped that this supervision model for an urban school system can
be extended to strengthen the teaching of mathematics in many classrooms.
It may help revitalize experienced teachers and keep new teachers working
in the profession.

5

CHAPTER E
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Secondary School Mathematics in the Nineties

Rationale

My experience as a teacher at the junior high, senior high, and college
level,

my experience as an administrator in an urban district, and my

review of literature all lead me to believe that reform must come from
within the school structure and not from outside. Research guidelines and
outside change agents can assist a district, but the success of these measures
will be dependent on the buy-in of all of the school staff. To successfully
provide each student with a high quality education requires an
accountability system.

The NCTM Standards

provide an

excellent

blueprint for improvement. Staff development can be provided to bring
the message of the Standards and the Professional Standards to an entire
school district.

Mechanisms should be put in place which will allow

administrators, teachers and students to know when progress is being made,
to point out strengths and weaknesses, and to put strategies in place for
continuing improvement. Whereas collaboration between state and district
testing services can provide for a more efficient and effective testing
procedure, classroom teachers are the key to making all this work. The
alignment between curriculum and assessment rests with these teachers
utilizing alternative measures of evaluation.

6

Overview of Past Practices

Mathematics education in the secondary schools has had a rich and
varied history from the earliest settlers through current practices.

The

curriculum which was created for the students in the 1700s

was

implemented as the one thought best to serve the students’ needs. As the
times changed, so did the needs of the students. Certain topics within the
curriculum were deleted and others were added. In addition, the style of
teaching

experienced modifications due to the

educational theories

prevalent at the time as well as the background and preparation of the
teachers. Evaluation of student learning became standardized. As one
examines current practices and looks for direction for the future it seems
appropriate to review the past in some detail. Within the constraints of the
various societal issues of the times, mathematics education in the secondary
schools has evolved in a continuing effort to prepare students for life as
productive citizens.

Prevailing Theories of Mathematics Education

During the period 1607-1894, arithmetic knowledge was initially
needed by only a few people in business and industry. Their number grew
dramatically as more of the population participated in the industrialized
nation.

As concerns for the psychology of learning and the understanding

of the nature of the child grew, more attention was devoted to the
curriculum and methods of instruction in the schools in a clear attempt to
provide a more general preparation in mathematics for students. (DeVault
& Weaver, 1970) The role of home study and self-teaching were forces
operating in the early 1700s. Evidence exists of pressures from vocational
needs and commercial demands of
7

society.

In the early schools in

Massachusetts,

the subjects taught were spelling, reading and writing.

Traditionally students in the seventeenth or eighteenth century worked with
ciphering books. Some of these books contained blank pages where the
teacher would write a problem on which the student would work. Topics
were treated as separate units without the benefits of any unifying theme.
Nicholas Pike’s A New and Complete System of Arithmetic Composed for
the Use of the Citizens of the United States, published in Newburyport,
Massachusetts,

in 1788,

was the most popular American written

arithmetic text of this early period.

Topics included mensuration, the

calendar and related astronomical problems, with little attention devoted to
the mechanics of falling bodies.

It appeared in nineteen printings and

editions by 1822, and was later adopted as a textbook by Harvard, Yale
and Dartmouth. (Jones & Coxford, 1970)
Teachers in those early days had varied backgrounds and competencies.
The best-trained ones were ministers and male recent college graduates.
These men usually taught only for a short time in the Latin grammar
schools.

John Adams taught at the grammar school in Worcester,

Massachusetts

for a time after graduating from Harvard and before he

began the study of law. The dominant pedagogy was to state a rule, to give
examples, and to provide problems.
Formal instruction at all levels developed and spread during the period
from 1821 to 1894. Warren Colburn’s An Arithmetic on the Plan of
Pestalozzi with Some Improvements, published in Boston, Massachusetts,
was the major text in use. Colburn used a carefully sequenced series of
questions which allowed a child to discover his/her own rules.

Colburn’s

inductive discovery approach was followed by the deductive structure in
the middle of the nineteenth century. The grammar school declined and the
secondary schools developed.

By the end of the nineteenth century

arithmetic moved from the high school to the elementary schools. Algebra
began securing its place as a core subject in the high school curriculum
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when Harvard began to require it for admission in 1820.

Yale made

Geometry an entrance requirement in 1865. Algebra and Geometry were
considered essential for preparation for further study and thus were
required for all college bound students. Educators began addressing the
need not only to prepare the college bound students but also to serve the
many non-college bound students. (Jones & Coxford, 1970)
In 1823, in an effort to meet the critical need for more competent
teachers, the first American program for the preparation of teachers was
founded in Concord, Vermont. This program was followed in 1825 and
1839 with more government supported institutions to educate teachers.
During this period, teacher training began with the first public normal
school, founded in Massachusetts in 1839 under the leadership of Horace
Mann.

By 1875 the teacher training movement had spread westward and

southward such that the state normal school was recognized throughout the
country as the primary agency for the training of teachers. The philosophy
was to keep the program closely related to the needs of the people and to
fashion the curriculum so that it contributed toward making the student a
better teacher.

The what and

how of teaching were considered very

important. By the 1900s the issue of whether these normal schools should
become degree-granting institutions emerged. Summer programs began to
flourish. The program for secondary teachers became a four year
program, and liberal arts courses were presented. Supervision of teachers
became an important function. This supervision was done, however, with
an authoritarian approach.

It finally became moderated by the 1930s, and

the role of the supervisor became more useful to the teachers.

The

emphasis was on increasing the teacher’s knowledge of his instructional
field, improving morale,

and stressing the importance of professional

activities. (Wilson, 1939)
Pressure to provide an education for all children motivated educators to
integrate curricula and to move towards newer methods using concrete,
9

developmental, and intuitive approaches to the content. As with current
concerns, a real difference existed between what was desired and what was
actually happening.

Despite the recognition of the need for reform,

resistance was high among teachers and administrators.

The prevailing

epistomological tenet guiding the teachers was the need to strengthen the
mental discipline of their students. The teacher at the turn of the century
saw little in algebra books that indicated concern for the practical. Since
algebra was studied primarily to fulfill college entrance requirements, it
was seen as difficult and quite abstract. Joseph Ray published nineteen
algebra books with a focus on mental discipline. (Osborne & Crosswhite,
1970)
Elementary schools were providing mathematics instruction in grades
two through six with a plan to have this continue in the new junior high
schools. Innovative approaches continued with a text for teachers by John
Dewey and James McLellan. Their text stressed measurement activities,
problems and units, indicating a concern for goals and curriculum
revisions as well as a growing awareness of the psychology of individual
differences. By 1920, the focus on mental discipline was shifting over to a
child-centered atmosphere and a belief in the importance of

social

usefulness. Currently, with the change to middle schools, the emphasis is
shifting back to this child-centered focus.
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics was founded in the
spring of 1920. One of its goals was to keep the values and interests of
mathematics, as well as reforms, coming from the teachers of mathematics
rather than relying on educational reformers.

This goal has continued as a

major focus of the NCTM. It currently views the implementation of the
Standards and the Professional Standards

as a goal that can be achieved

through the efforts of teachers working with the entire mathematics and
school/family community. The Mathematical Association of America in
1916 appointed the National Committee on Mathematical Requirements
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whose final report, The Reorganization of Mathematics in Secondary
Education, was published in 1923 and called The 1923 Report. This final
report stressed the reduction of elaborate manipulation in algebra and the
memorization of theorems and proofs in geometry by decreasing the
number of required theorems. (Schorling, 1926)
In summary, the period from 1894-1923 saw the elementary school
become a formal environment and great effort was expended to serve the
needs of the society.

The population grew dramatically. Emphasis was

placed on preparing all students for a useful life in society.

Vocational

mathematics was of a unified nature. The higher ability students pursued
the college preparatory mathematics.

Thorndike’s interest in mathematics

instruction led to his The Psychology of Arithmetic published in 1922, in
which he related his theory of a direct relation between stimulus and
response.

Even with the great interest in the needs of all the learners,

little differentiation of instruction or curriculum existed. Drill was often
seen as a particularly important process.

Algebra was studied to meet

college entrance requirements. Algebra had been moved from college to
secondary school with little modification. Its placement in the secondary
school curriculum impacted the way arithmetic would be taught in the
elementary school. Algebra texts included all of the algebra material for
the secondary school experience.

Mental discipline was a necessary

prerequisite because the course was abstract and difficult, stressing symbol
manipulation with no attempt to be practical. Geometry courses were also
based on the philosophy of mental discipline. The curriculum included
solid geometry and proofs were begun immediately.
different school systems

Secondary schools in

were rarely uniform prior to the 1890s.

The

number of failures in algebra was high. However, new teachers had the
benefit

of methods

courses, research articles

organizations.
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and professional

Based on new insights, attempts were made to formalize instruction and to
benefit from current philosophy of how students learn effectively.
(Rosskopf, 1970)
The period from 1917-1945 saw a shift in focus to the new theory of
stimulus-response. Edward Thorndike, the major proponent of this theory,
stressed the importance of establishing many “bonds” by means of much
practice. This theory led to fragmentation of arithmetic into many small
facts and skills taught separately.
of social utility.

The prevailing axiological tenet was one

At this time almost one in three of the children reaching

their teens in the United States entered high school, as opposed to one in ten
in the 1890s.

In 1902, John Perry urged that mathematics be made

“concrete by the use of laboratory-teaching techniques and applications,
and by bringing into lower grade levels many simple ideas usually
postponed to later grades.” (Rosskopf, 1970, p. 15)

In addition, he

suggested teaching the interrelationships of mathematics with science.
Mathematics education at this time was affected by conditions such as the
war and by increased numbers of school aged youth actually attending
school.

Reports were indicating the need for mathematics programs to

accommodate the varied interests and capacities of the students. Critics
were vocal regarding the separation of college and non-college bound
students.

European visitors stated that United States educators were

satisfied with low standards.

In spite of the need for reform, resistance

among educators to change in either curriculum or methodology was high.
Between the lack of leadership and the Depression, opportunities for
experimentation and the production of text materials were nearly non¬
existent.

Algebra, as well as arithmetic, was taught by drill techniques.

Addition facts were memorized with no stress on understanding. In the
Tenth Yearbook of the NCTM, William Brownell stressed the need for
meaning theory and the readiness theory.
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In the 1920s, many people advocated “general mathematics” for grades
7-12.

It was to consist of a sound, gradual development of algebra,

geometry,
years

trigonometry, and introductory statistics throughout the six

of secondary

school,

a

development

that

would

stress

interrelationships. The period 1914-1952, was affected by the two world
wars and the Depression. Educational theory shifted from connectionism
and drill to field and meaning theory. The 1923 Report

impacted the

thinking on secondary education. The desire was to look at the teaching of
mathematics as well as the curriculum.

The NCTM made every effort to

disseminate the information, provoking a mix of defensive behaviors and
positive reactions among educators.

During this period, the College

Entrance Examination Board (CEEB) shifted to testing for general
prediction of college success.
During the Depression, attendance declined.

There was pressure to

stress vocational and personal need in mathematics and deemphasize the
sequential courses.

Algebra remained the most common ninth grade

mathematics course. Problem solving procedures were included in teacher
training, with techniques for teaching problem solving treated as an
important topic.

(Schaaf, 1928) General mathematics developed as an

alternative to algebra, an alternative that has continued to the present day as
a poorly defined and taught course. Low ability students were placed in
such a course and it was often

taught by teachers who were neither

prepared nor interested in teaching such a course.
demonstrated a profound shift in emphasis.

Texts of the thirties

Junior high school content

was often of a unified nature and stressed the use of mathematics in a
democratic society.

Consumer mathematics was given more attention.

Meaning and understanding began to replace the words accuracy and drill.
John Swenson published Integrated Mathematics, Algebra,
mathematics book.
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a unified

At the beginning of World War II teachers shifted from a preoccupation
with the social well-being of the student to a concern for the existence of
the American way of life.

The induction testing for the war presented

evidence that many youths were incompetent in mathematics. Because of
the demands of the armed services and industries, the importance of the
utilitarian aims was once more emphasized.

Several studies were done at

the end of the war. The joint commission of the NCTM and the MAA
published The Place of Mathematics in Secondary Education
published as the Fifteenth Yearbook of the NCTM.
emphasized the spiraling of instruction.

which was

The commission

The report also recommended

several tracks to address the varying needs of students. This theory of
spiraled learning was picked up again in 1959 in

the Twenty-fourth

Yearbook of the NCTM and again in 1963 in the Cambridge Conference
report, Goals for School Mathematics.
The period from 1945 - 1960s

saw the NCTM providing substantial

support for the reform movement.

The founding of the National Science

Foundation, the University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics,
the Commission on Mathematics by the CEEB, and the School Mathematics
Study Group were major forces leading the revolution in mathematics
education. Pressure to provide better programs for the superior students
increased.

The number of graduating engineers in Russia was compared

to the number in the United States. Mathematics educators welcomed these
new materials and participated in the summer training sessions.

In some

cases teachers were encouraged to participate in two tuition-free summer
institutes while pursuing master’s degrees. Both elementary and secondary
teachers were invited to participate in summer institutes sponsored by the
Association of Teachers of Mathematics in New England (ATMNE) under
the leadership of Henry Syer at Wellesley College. This process continued
for thirty years. (Meserve, 1989)

The projects were created by math

educators and were supported by their own community.
14

At the conclusion

of this reform movement, concern that the curriculum was primarily for
the college bound student was growing.
In the NCTM yearbooks in the 1940s, topics included application of
mathematics, multisensory aids, and the history and classroom use of
surveying instruments.

The Mathematics Teacher

began monthly

departments describing teaching aids and applications of mathematics. The
declining enrollments and negative attitudes of the prewar years were
reflected in the Symposium on College Entrance Requirements held at the
January 1948 meeting of the MAA. NCTM president C.N. Shuster called
for reform in high school mathematics, and the Cooperative Committee on
the Teaching of Science and Mathematics evolved.

The Committee

presented a report which stressed the need for redirection of earlier
guidance programs. Students were graduating without the competence to
meet the demands of a postwar, scientifically oriented society. The entire
January 1953 issue of the Mathematics Teacher

was devoted to the

mathematical needs of business and industry. Schools were not providing
the type of mathematical training necessary to cope with the new
applications.

Beberman cited the following deficiencies in the

mathematical preparation of freshmen entering the College of Engineering
at the University of Illinois:
1) poor computational facility, 2) poor conceptual background, 3)
ignorance of proof and structure except in geometry, and 4) ignorance
of contemporary applications in natural science, social science, and
technology. (Jones & Coxford, 1970, p. 69)
Mathematics was no longer considered a mere tool. Structure, proof,
generalization, and abstraction were seen as the essence of modem
mathematics. Teaching for meaning and understanding, which had started
as a concern in the thirties, had once again become a goal of mathematics
instruction.

As America became more technically oriented, the nation

needed to provide more substantial programs for superior students.
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Accelerated programs for superior students were recommended by a joint
study of high school/college articulation by three Eastern universities and
three preparatory schools. This study was followed by the report of the
School and College Study of Admission with Advanced Standing published
in 1954. The result was the Advanced Placement Program of the College
Entrance Examination Board (CEEB), which is now part of most high
school programs.

The University of Illinois

Committee on School

Mathematics (UICSM) was appointed in December of 1951 to “investigate
the problems concerning the content and teaching of high school
mathematics in grades 9-12.” (Willoughby, 1970, p. 35) Several prevailing
attitudes were as follows: that there should be consistent presentations of
mathematics in high school which keep

students

interested in ideas;

manipulative tasks should be used mainly to allow insight into basic
concepts; language should be as unambiguous as possible and materials
should provide for student discovery of many generalizations; and students
must understand the mathematics. The UICSM produced units for grades
9-12 and conducted training institutes to provide teachers with the
materials and preparation to teach these new units.
In 1954, the Educational Testing Service (ETS) undertook the status
study of mathematics education problems, publishing the results in 1956.
These results led the CEEB to appoint the Commission on Mathematics.
The overall purposes of the Commission were to review the existing
secondary school mathematics curriculum and to make recommendations
for its modernization, modification and improvement. The Commission’s
major recommendation emphasized the modem nature and role of
mathematics.

Mathematics education was changing

mathematical research and rapid changes in technology
telephone,

aviation,

fast due to
such as the

and high-speed automatic digital computers.

The

final report of the commission was published in 1959. The revised version
was available to the School Mathematics Study Group (SMSG) when it
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began operation in 1958. SMSG was heavily supported by the National
Science Foundation (NSF) which was established in 1950.

The

composition of the SMSG reflected the concerns of every professional
segment interested in school mathematics. The writing sessions began in
June of 1958 at Yale University.

These sessions demonstrated that

mathematicians, secondary school teachers, and supervisors could work
successfully together.

Their

work served as a model for authors and

commercial publishing companies to continue further improvements.
Other projects followed, such as the Ball State Teachers College project
and the University of Maryland Mathematics Project Summer Institutes for
elementary and secondary teachers.

PTA groups held special meetings to

discuss the “modem math” movement.

Books on “Modern Math for

Parents” were made available. NCTM distributed a film which provided
parents with information on the need and value of these new programs. By
the end of the sixties a substantial impact on the content of the school
mathematics programs had been made.

The secondary schools were

pressured to teach more advanced courses including modem algebra and
matrices. The algebra course emphasized the structure of algebra and was
based on the exploration of the behavior of numbers. (NCTM, 1961, p. 18)
These content changes were made to benefit average and superior students.
There had been no discussion of programs appropriate for non-college
bound students beyond grade nine.
By 1962, the revolution was in full swing. SMSG textbooks for grade
7-12 were available. Algebra was no longer simply generalized arithmetic.
The trend was toward abstracting a mathematical model, studying the
abstract system, and then applying information to physical representations
of the system.

Emphasis changed. Logarithms, introduced in the 1600s,

had been widely taught as an important tool for calculation.

These

calculations were now performed on desk calculators with large
calculations being performed on computers. Logarithms would still be
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taught, but with the emphasis placed on the properties of the logarithm
function. (NCTM, 1961)
By 1963, many new programs had been developed. The NCTM
published a booklet An Analysis of New Mathematics Programs.

The

NCTM stated that “in our view, homogeneous grouping on the basis of
ability to learn mathematics is an essential condition for the successful
presentation of any mathematics program.” (NCTM, 1961, p. 64)

The

Cambridge Conference on School Mathematics drafted a report Goals for
School Mathematics in 1963. This conference directed its attention toward

describing a curriculum suitable until 1990 or 2000.
mathematicians produced an ambitious report.

The twenty-five

They suggested that a

student finishing high school should have completed two years of calculus
and one semester each of modem algebra and probability theory.

The

curriculum should be of a spiral nature. Students should understand what
mathematics is and should recognize its powers and limitations. Problems
should be devised which

foster discovery and creativity and address

individual differences of students, and time should be set aside for
laboratory activities.

Reactions included criticisms of the “lack of concern

for the students who were academically less fortunate.”
“what mathematics is appropriate for whom”

The problem of

remained the overriding

concern. (Forbes, 1970)
In the 1960s a successful mathematics program required well qualified
teachers, guidance counselors to help students plan their high school
programs, and appropriate course content. Proper funding was needed for
continued curriculum improvement.
The mathematics educators of the 1980s called for another revolution in
secondary school mathematics. They had experienced the “new (modem)
math” revolution, as well as the cry for “back to basics.” They were ready
for a second revolution.

The problems which had lead to the first

revolution in the 1950s, namely the dissatisfaction with student
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performance, still existed.

The curriculum did not reflect changes in

mathematics or the needs of the work force. Technology was expanding
rapidly.

Concerns for space and military competition as well as economic

competition with foreign markets were widespread. Mathematics educators
wished not to repeat the mistakes made in the first revolution.
current secondary school curriculum
revolution in the 1950s.

The

was brought about during this

However, some of the innovations of the 1960s,

like the discovery approach, did not remain in use. Even though the new
math is frequently blamed for declining test scores, this perception has
been disputed. In fact, data has shown that students learning in the “new
math” curriculum performed better in comprehension, analysis and
application and only slightly lower in computation than students studying
the “old curricula.” (Hirsch & Zweng, 1985, p. 6) It was acknowledged
that the students who benefited most were the better students. Attempts
were made to correct these inequities.

Math laboratories were set up to

allow for more exploration, and teachers were encouraged
behavioral objectives in their lesson planning.

to use

Mathematics educators

hoped that this would reduce the frequent lack of clear direction in the
discovery approach lessons.
“back to basics” chant.

Criticism mounted in the 1970s with the

The high school texts of the 1960s and 1970s

continued to be used, but there was major effort to replace the elementary
school series of the “new math.” All students in the 1960s, were for the
most part, presented the same curriculum.

Some of this curriculum was

more appropriate for the more able students. In many school districts, in
the 1970s all students were presented a curriculum more appropriate for
the average and below average students.

In 1975, the National Advisory

Committee on Mathematical Education (NACOME) made content
recommendations:
a) That logical structure be maintained as a framework for the study of
mathematics.
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b) That concrete experiences be an integral part of the acquisition of
abstract ideas.
c) That the opportunity be provided for students to apply mathematics
in as wide a realm as possible —in the social and natural sciences, in
consumer and career related areas, as well as in any real life
problems that can be subjected to mathematical analysis.
d) That familiarity with symbols, their uses, their formalities, and their
limitations be developed and fostered in an appropriately
proportioned manner.
e) That beginning no later than the end of the eighth grade, a calculator
should be available for each mathematics student during each
mathematics class. Each student should be permitted to use the
calculator during all of his or her mathematical work including tests.
f) That the recommendations of the Conference Board of the
Mathematical Sciences 1972 committee regarding computers in
secondary school curricula be implemented.
*That all students, not only able students, be afforded the
opportunity to participate in computer science courses.
*That school use of computers be exploited beyond the role of
computer assisted instruction or computer management systems.
*That “computer literacy” courses involve student “hands-on”
experiences using computers.
g) That all school systems give serious attention to implementation of
the metric system in measurement instruction and that they re¬
examine the current instruction sequences in fractions and decimals
to fit the new priorities.
h) That instructional units dealing with statistical ideas be fitted
throughout the elementary and secondary school curriculum.
(Hirsch & Zweng, 1985, p. 12-13)
The National Institute of Education in 1975 hosted a conference in Euclid,
Ohio. They identified ten basic goals for mathematics education:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Appropriate computational skills
Links between mathematical ideas and physical situations
Estimation and approximation
Organization and interpretation of numerical data, including using
graphs
5. Measurement, including selection of relevant attributes, selection of
degree of precision, selection of appropriate instruments, techniques
of using measuring instruments, and techniques of conversion among
units within a system
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6. Alertness to reasonableness of results
7. Qualitative understanding of and drawing inferences from functions
and rates of change
8. Notions of probability
9. Computer uses: Capabilities and limitations (gained through direct
experience)
10. Problem solving
(Hirsch & Zweng, 1985, p. 13)
During 1976, the National Council of Supervisors of Mathematics
distributed the “Euclid” goals placing problem solving in the first place as
the “first basic skill.” (Hirsch & Zweng 1985, p. 13-14) This statement
was followed by the NCTM An Agenda for Action in 1980. The first item
was “That problem solving be the focus of school mathematics in the
1980s.” The 1984 report by the National Commission on Excellence in
Education, A Nation at Risk, recommended three years of mathematics at
the secondary level with appropriate courses for college as well as non¬
college bound students.

In essence, these ideas and recommendations

highlighted the need for improved performance, stronger graduation
requirements,

and emphasis on problem solving.

recommended that course content

In addition it was

include estimation, computers, and

probability and statistics. (Hirsch & Zweng, 1985)
The major issue at the end of the 1980s was that a large percentage of
high school graduates were not mathematically prepared for higher
education, or training programs that would lead to good jobs. It was felt
that students needed to take more mathematics in high school and acquire
both skill and understanding.
Many factors impacted the evolution of mathematics education.
Commerce and industry, colleges, and a series of educational reformers
influenced the shape of secondary mathematics education.

In 1920, the

NCTM began a trend in which the community of mathematics educators
struggled to present a cohesive program addressing current needs of both
college and non-college bound students.
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Unfortunately, when suggestions and recommendations based on research
and practice point out the need for change to better serve these students, the
resistance to this change is strong.

Recent Themes in Mathematics Education

Following the findings of the National Assessment of Education
Progress in 1986, attention focused on reforms directed at continued
improvement in math performance.

While the 1986 results showed

progress, the improvement was mainly in lower-order skills. At the same
time, colleges reported increases in the need for remedial coursework in
mathematics for incoming freshmen. Many secondary mathematics
educators felt a need for major modification in the curriculum and its
presentation. When given an opportunity to meet with other secondary
teachers and college mathematics educators across the state, over two
hundred gathered at the University of Massachusetts to discuss how to
better prepare

students for college mathematics courses.

(Elliott &

Stockton, 1988) This network, along with the work of a group of
secondary educators teaching entry level university courses, resulted in a
topical checklist for a precollege precalculus program available to
secondary educators across the state.

This group also provided

mathematics teachers across the state with recommendations for high
school guidance counselors, mathematics staff, administrators, students and
school committees.
The easy availability of the calculator has created much discussion
among math educators. How appropriate is it for elementary age students
to be performing computations using the calculator as opposed to paper and
pencil?

Is it a just criticism that there will be no understanding of the

concepts without competence in the skills?
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It has not been shown that

performing mechanical skills leads to understanding of the underlying
concept.

In fact,

more time might be available within the elementary

curriculum for additional concepts if less time were spent on mastery of
arithmetic computation.

This same argument could be made for utilizing

quality software to enhance a course like Algebra.

Certain paper and

pencil skills could be performed with the aid of a computer, allowing more
time for meaningful understanding of the concepts.

“Software technology,

in the form of symbolic mathematical systems, will allow the high school
curriculum to include mathematics that was previously beyond its reach
because the related manipulation and calculation could not reasonably be
performed.” (Hirsch & Zweng, 1985, p. 39)

Teachers would be able to

focus on helping the students understand the mathematics, as opposed to
merely manipulating the symbols.
Recent discussion has pleaded for curriculum reform, textbook reform,
and increased numbers of students studying mathematics. Reforms include
modifying classroom procedures to allow students to investigate topics and
make connections, and thus improve in problem solving.

(Dossey et al.

1988) Students' self-confidence and appreciation for mathematics are a
necessary ingredient. Belief in the importance and value of topics being
explored, and support from parents and teachers, are factors that assist
students in achieving success. Taking advantage of the power of current
technology allows for a richness of topics that can be explored. In spite of
new “reforms”, few students have the opportunity to experience
mathematics education that is essentially different from that which was
experienced in the 1800s!

The tradition—teacher talks, students listen,

teacher works exercises on board, students do class work then homework
until the body of facts is presented—continues!

Teachers’ view of

mathematics education is critical to the reform movement. Teachers need
to provide students

with

opportunities to work

on group projects, to

utilize laboratory and other investigative activities, and to use calculators
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and computers as resources in the learning process. Teachers now have the
opportunity to revitalize the teaching of mathematics topics through the use
of instructional aids, calculators, and computers.

Current Practice

Mathematics instruction, in spite of all this discussion, continues to be
dominated by traditional methods, teacher explanation, board examples,
and a curriculum driven by textbooks and workbooks.

Results of the

fourth NAEP assessment of mathematics indicate that “many students
appear to be learning mathematical skills at a rote manipulation level
without understanding the concepts related to the computation.” (Kouba et
al. 1988, p. 19) Few students reported receiving instruction in the use of
calculators even though higher ability students reported using them at
home to assist in homework assignments. Lower ability students were less
likely to use calculators at home. (Dossey et al. 1988, p. 80) Even though
the importance of a strong mathematics background in job and educational
opportunities is without dispute, the number of students taking higher level
courses is still small. Data from the students’ perspective indicate that as
they proceed in school, enjoyment and confidence in the usefulness for
math decreases.

Students perceive mathematics as a “subject composed

mainly of rule memorization.”

(Dossey et al. 1988, p. 11)

Students

reported more time spent on homework than in previous assessments.

A

positive relationship between the amount of time spent on homework and
proficiency in mathematics was shown.

The fact that

more time was

reported spent on mathematics testing presented a more favorable picture
of the attention teachers devoted to mathematics. There was also a positive
relation between students’ success and parental involvement and level of
parent education.
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Themes for the 21st Century

Two major themes have become evident: preparation and access. A
review of mathematics education has shown that, whatever the era, there
has been concern that education prepare the nation’s youth to be effective
members of the society into which they will graduate. Now students must
be prepared to function in an “information society.”
mathematics curriculum, which was scarcely

The current

adequate for the past

generations for which it was created, is inadequate for the present
generation and certainly is unacceptable for future generations. Since the
report A Nation at Risk in 1983, much concern and frustration have been
expressed by educators, parents, and communities. Research has clearly
demonstrated that most students cannot leam mathematics effectively by
only listening and imitating; yet that is the way most teachers were taught
and the way they still teach.
When recent voices are considered, one can sense a growing awareness
that mathematics should not continue to be exclusive, but that ah our
students must have access to quality mathematics education. As in no other
time in history,

all citizens need to be able to think critically, to work

together in groups, to be able to solve problems, to be flexible and open
to change, to utilize technology,

to recognize patterns, and to make

informed decisions.
In 1986, the NCTM undertook the first step to bring about change in
the way students are prepared to meet the demands of a complex society.
The Board of Directors established the Commission on Standards for
School Mathematics. The finished document contains “a set of standards
for curricula in the North American School K-12 and for evaluating the
quality of both the curriculum and student achievement.” (Standards, 1989,
preface)

These standards were written by four working groups which
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represented the various segments of the mathematics education community.
The document was drafted during the summer of 1986 with revisions done
during the summer of 1987 with input from a large segment of educators.
The document presented a “broad framework to guide reform in school
mathematics in the next decade.” (Standards, 1989,

preface)

These

standards would be used to “judge the quality of a mathematics curriculum
or methods of evaluation.” (Standards, 1989, p. 2)
As the country changes from an industrial to an information society, the
needs of its population change.

Citizens in an industrial society were

trained in reading, writing and arithmetic to perform fundamental tasks.
These tasks for most of the population were of a manual nature, not a
mental nature.

Only a few students were expected to receive more

advanced training.

Now, as students prepare for their place in an

information society,

they face different expectations.

The future age

demands workers with strong backgrounds in mathematics, a readiness for
new knowledge, and the ability to communicate and work successfully in
groups. Workers of tomorrow will change jobs several times and may not
have appropriate job skills as these changes take place. Therefore, they
must be prepared to undertake each new challenge in the workplace by
having a thorough understanding of mathematical principles, an ability to
solve real world problems, and the ability to work with others and
communicate ideas.
No part of the population can be left out of this process. Mathematics
cannot continue to be used as a filter for separating people from
opportunities available to them.

The traditional make-up of advanced

mathematics classes is white males.

Women and minorities study less

mathematics and are thus denied opportunities. Regardless of particular
employment goals, students will face the challenge of the ever changing
marketplace.

Employees are expected to formulate questions, to

understand technology, to work with others and to solve problems.
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It is

not possible to give students a specific body of knowledge, while in school,
that will be all they will need to know to be successful. Instead students
must prepare for the future. This preparation includes the ability to keep
current with

government activities, social

and environmental issues,

international relations, energy options, and space programs. All citizens
need to be able to make decisions based on studying an issue and
interpreting information, whether in their professional or personal lives.
“As society

changes,

so must its schools.”

(,Standards, 1989, p. 5)

Classrooms should evolve in which students will explore and investigate
ideas using resources such as calculators and computers. Study should be
done individually and in groups.
analyzed, and interpreted.

Data should be collected, described,

The interrelationships between mathematics,

the physical sciences, the social sciences, and the humanities should be
included in a student’s experiences.

Mathematics should

viewed as “mastery of a separate collection of facts.”

cease to be

Our society has

worked hard to address the issue of children receiving proper nutrition at
school and at home.

Meeting this physical need is critical.

So also is

meeting the intellectual needs of our students. Sending students out to the
job market, higher education or the armed services without fundamental
abilities to think, to problem solve, and to have confidence in their ability
to reason and communicate is not fulfilling the role of the schools and of
society.

Curriculum. Content, and the Standards

In developing the Standards, consideration was given to mathematics,
student activities, and follow-up discussion. The Standards

document is

divided into sections: an introduction; K-4 curriculum standards; 5-8
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curriculum standards; 9-12 curriculum standards; and evaluation standards.
Approximately thirteen standards are included in each section with
complete explanations and examples. The first four standards in each of
the grades’ sections are Mathematics as Problem Solving, Mathematics as
Communication, Mathematics as Reasoning, and Mathematics Connections.
The Standards

span all of the grade levels.

No specific guide to

implementation is included with the document. Many mathematics teachers
are looking for specific suggestions for implementation.
One of the major recommendation of the Standards is the three year
core curriculum in high school. All high school students would study a
body of topics differentiated in depth and breadth of treatment and with
differing applications. The most capable would study these topics in deeper
detail than the less able students. However, ah students would study similar
topics in degrees comparable with their abilities.

Thus, the “general”

student would pursue a more concrete version of the curriculum than the
college bound student. (Hirsch & Schoen, 1989, p. 696) This change would
substantially abolish the custom of presenting less able students with
repeated rehashing of topics covered in the middle grades. Proficiency in
computation would no longer be a filtering device to prevent continued
study in mathematics, nor would it be emphasized in depth.

Teachers

would be encouraged to use calculators as part of the everyday tools in
mathematics instruction for students in all levels. All students would see
the focus of mathematics as a means of problem solving, reasoning and
communication. All students would have the opportunity to solve problems
in topics such as algebra, geometry, probability, statistics and discrete math.
Transitions are critical to the continued development of the topics. The
transitions from number to variable, from specifics to generalizations and
from description to proof must be addressed in grade nine, if not in grades
seven or eight.
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The curriculum in grades seven and eight would be broadened to prepare
students for algebra, geometry, statistics and probability.

(Hirsch &

Lappan, 1989)
The idea of measurement is woven throughout the Standards. Students
can begin to build an understanding of measurement as early as
kindergarten and continue through the middle grades.

Students’

understanding of the attributes of length, capacity, weight, area and volume
will come with the opportunity to experience concrete examples. Related
to measurement is estimation. It is not only important in measurement but
also in computation. Estimation is important in every phase of mathematics
so the student can judge the reasonableness of a result. Estimation can be
extended into spatial sense and geometry.

Students should be presented

with numerous opportunities to explore and discuss geometric concepts.
Manipulatives, such as pattern blocks, provide rich opportunities to
investigate relationships. Guided discovery can lead students to build an
understanding of shapes and congruency. A variety of techniques should be
explored and encouraged as students construct their knowledge of each
concept. In some cases there might be several approaches to estimate an
answer. In explaining the strategies aloud, students have the opportunity to
share and discuss the techniques. Topics can be discussed and then related
to other topics. Similarity, for example, can be discussed at a visual level
and then at a

theoretical level with applications in other disciplines.

(Hirsch, 1990)

A theme encountered throughout the Standards

is the

exploration of patterns, relationships, and functions. In the early grades
this exploration would begin by looking at regularity in events, shapes and
designs that students can recognize and describe in a variety of patterns.
Then, when students experience these relationships in the middle grades,
these relations can be expressed in various formats using variables. By the
grade 9-12 level, students can use functions to analyze these relationships.
(Howden, 1989)

With less emphasis on computation skills, whether in
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arithmetic or algebra, more time can be spent relating topics using a
variety of methods of instruction. (Hirsch & Schoen, 1989)
One of the exciting components of the Standards is that it leaves the
implementation plan up to the individual district, school, department or
teacher. Change “from above” is generally received with resistance. The
Standards publication is a framework for change. The process will vary
from district to district and classroom to classroom. Some teachers will
work alone and others will work in pairs or

in entire

departments.

Because of the magnitude of the original document and the national effort
it represents, it presents each school district with well-founded ideas to
assist the teachers in convincing key administrators of the need for change.
The document clearly states suggested topics for emphasis and deemphasis.
Suggestions for change in teaching practices as well as the integration of
technology are woven throughout the Standards.
Some educators feel that the only way to implement the Standards is to
throw out all of the current textbooks and write new ones.

It is possible to

get the publishers to respond to the current needs, at the risk of losing
future adoptions. Educators should be certain that the texts are written by
people with strong academic backgrounds, teaching experience, and active
membership in professional organizations such as the NCTM. (Lindquist,
1989)

In fact, mathematics teachers who are seeking assistance and

support as the Standards

are implemented in their schools will find the

monthly articles in the Mathematics Teacher and the Arithmetic Teacher
most helpful.

It was carefully orchestrated by the commission that the

Standards would not come with a ready-set-go recipe for implementation.
The goal of the members of the team who wrote the Standards

was to

allow each school district to devise its own grass roots strategy efforts.
Without the support of the local districts, the reform and implementation
would not succeed.

Decisions handed down from

above are usually

doomed for failure. Suggested plans have been developed to assist the local
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districts as to a reasonable beginning. Included in the plan are: making
copies of the Standards available for teachers to read; suggesting certain
sections to be read;

presenting inservice meetings with math educators

knowledgeable on the Standards; enabling teachers working in groups to
plan strategies for implementation and decisions as to selecting a particular
standard(s) to work on first; working in pairs or small groups to create
lessons and materials; formulating an overall district plan for change; and
continuing to meet regularly to share ideas and further refine methods and
materials. (Schoen, 1989) As teachers work in pairs and in groups, they
will reach the goal of helping students become problem solvers who can
reason and communicate and make connections about mathematics.
Success can come through many grass roots approaches. The beginning
will be seen in individual teachers’ classrooms, then in other rooms within
a school. A day’s lesson plan can build to a unit plan and extend from a
unit for the most capable students to a similar unit for the less capable.
The units can include not only the lesson plan but teaching activities that
utilize manipulatives, calculators, or computers. Group projects such as
data collection and analysis are appropriate ideas to include in the lesson
plan.

This effort will grow district by district and state to state.

Appropriate curriculum guides, assessments and texts will follow.

Teachers and the Standards

Implementing the core curriculum and other ideas from the Standards
will require more from math teachers. Before teachers can implement new
knowledge of how students think about math and can help them to build a
better understanding, these teachers must be prepared to establish learning
environments in which students can continually construct new knowledge
about mathematics. Unless teachers possess this vision and communicate
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these attitudes to the students, a delay in preparing students for the new
age will persist. Just as cooperative learning has become a rich means for
students to build an understanding of mathematics, this learning approach
is equally valid for teachers to use.

What better way to approach new

understanding and teaching styles than to work in cooperation with another
teacher or small group of teachers?

“Teachers are in a constant state of

becoming. Being a teacher implies a dynamic and continuous process of
growth that spans a career.

Teachers’ growth requires commitment to

professional development aimed at improving their teaching on the basis of
increased experience, new knowledge, and awareness of educational
reforms. Their growth is deeply embedded in their philosophies of
learning, their attitudes and beliefs about learners and mathematics, and
their willingness to make changes in how and what they teach.

Their

growth is also affected by numerous external agents including school
administrators, educational policymakers, college and university faculty,
parents and the students themselves.” (Professional Standards, 1991,
p. 125)
Currently there is much discussion regarding the “resistance” to
utilizing computers as a tool in mathematics instruction. It should come as
no surprise that there has been resistance. For example, in spite of the
recommendations of the NCTM Agenda for Action in 1980, emphasis on
problem solving has increased slowly. In fact, many students still state that
their high school algebra experience was devoid of problem solving. At
best this experience was one of one step, one operation problems. Many
students without proficiency in whole numbers, fractions, and decimals are
still not allowed to pursue algebra. These students continue the frustrating
experience of memorizing and applying outdated algorithms that still exist
in the curriculum. Page after page of tedious drill and practice exercises
are still assigned.

Progress is minimal toward changing this outdated

approach. There has been little change toward the well accepted need for
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problem solving and elimination of the emphasis on computation.

The

resistance to the use of computers and calculators as tools in instruction is
unacceptable. Some teachers still feel burned by the “new math” followed
by the “back to basics” reform movements of the sixties and seventies.
Experienced teachers feel complacent and unconvinced. Even preservice
teachers are hesitant to remove themselves from the traditional approach
to mathematics instruction.
Time must be provided for teachers to attend inservice training sessions,
conferences such as the NCTM regional and national meetings, and for
collaboration during the day with other teachers. Collaboration with the
business community is necessary to ensure that the needs of these agencies
for future employees is addressed as part of the curriculum reform
movement. Teachers must be sensitive to the individual learning styles of
students.

There must be a commitment for high expectations for all

students. Strategies that support diverse student needs, including current
research methods and literature of successful programs, must be
incorporated into professional development. Parents must be made aware
of the Standards and goals for improvement. A strong support system for
the potential at-risk students must be in place.

All students must have

access to this improving curriculum. Tracking and “remedial” instruction
must be reexamined.

All students must have access to the thinking,

problem solving curriculum as put forth by the NCTM.
Teachers must reflect upon their belief system concerning the
importance of problem solving.

Some believe in the value of story

problems and answers at the end of the chapter in the textbook.

Others,

who emphasize speed and accuracy, will probably not pose problems that
lead to estimation, alternate solutions, or group discussions.

(Good &

Grouws, 1989, p. 35) Perhaps these same teachers continue to foster the
belief that teachers and textbooks are the authorities,

the dispensers of

mathematical knowledge. (Garofalo, 1989, p. 503) Students should have
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opportunities to explore topics and to search for patterns, generalizations
and connections. The teachers can fill the role of facilitator and discussion
leader, as opposed to only a dispenser of facts.

Assessment

Math teachers who are ready to place increased emphasis on problem
solving and to make use of computers and calculators are faced with
another dilemma.

There is a great deal of local, state and national

emphasis on standardized test scores.

These tests do not adequately

evaluate problem solving and higher order thinking, since they measure
the more traditional paper and pencil computation exercises. As long as
administrators, government agencies and parents place emphasis on results
of such tests, teachers will continue preparing students for such tests.
Problem solving and

exploratory activities possible with

technology

presently available will face continued delay.
Even if there were a change tomorrow in the standardized tests issue
and if tests were available to measure higher order thinking skills in a
curriculum with emphasis on problem solving, the curriculum can no
longer support all of the current traditional paper and pencil computation
exercises in addition to the new skills. There has to be a response to this
need.

Students cannot wait indefinitely for educators to decide how to

eliminate outdated skills and implement critical skills needed for an
information age. Students are waiting to be guided through the process of
collecting, analyzing and making recommendations on data, as well as
solving problems cooperatively and using the technology currently
available to them. (Pejouhy, 1990) Problem solving should be embedded
in the everyday curriculum and not be a topic to be covered once the skills
have been mastered. Students should be constructing mathematics through
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problem solving. Mathematical ideas should be shared and related in a
spirit of cooperation and communication.

Students should work in a

comfortable, non-threatening atmosphere in which reasoning and
communication are valued. As students find fulfillment in this process,
they will not hesitate in communicating and consolidating their ideas.

No

longer should students be required to be proficient in prerequisite “basic
skills” before being presented with tasks which require reasoning and
problem solving skills. In fact, researchers such as Weame and Hiebert
(1988) and Resnick (1987) have studied “the features that characterize
high-level thinking.”

One conclusion was that no single approach for

teaching high level thinking can be found. (Resnick, 1987) Cases have been
found to support the conviction that students are capable of high levels of
thinking before mastery of basic skills has occurred. Perhaps both can take
place simultaneously for all students. Every classroom opportunity should
be seized upon to utilize non-routine, non-textbook problem solving
situations.

Multiple step problems should be presented that encourage

measuring, estimating, approximating costs and other activities. These
occurrences provide students with

ideal situations to discuss multiple

solutions for problems and to use high level thinking and reasoning. This
nonalgorithmic thinking

to which Resnick (1987) refers will allow

students to develop high level thinking skills. (Silver & Smith, 1990)
If the goal of the entire education community is to provide for the
needs of all students, there must be constant evaluation of the learning
outcomes of these students and assurance that appropriate instruction has
taken place.
The assessment of students’ understanding of mathematics should
include methods used on a daily basis as well as those used on a less
frequent basis. These methods include evaluating journals, notebooks,
essays, and oral reports; evaluating homework, quizzes, tests;
evaluating classroom discussions, including attention to students’
mathematical problem solving, communication, and reasoning
processes; and evaluating group work, clinical interviews and
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performance testing administered individually or in small groups.
Such a variety of student assessment techniques reflects a sensitivity to
the developmental level, maturity and cultural diversity of the students
and should provide a sound basis for creating mathematical tasks and
directing mathematical discourse. (Professional Standards, 1991, p. 110)
Pressure to focus district energy on test scores has lead to great
emphasis on teaching for success on these tests, as well as assurance that the
curriculum and textbooks prepare students for such tests. This pressure
has impeded the progress toward revamping the curriculum, its delivery
and ultimately student success. “The reclamation of both curriculum and
assessment is necessary to return accountability to school districts,
administrators, teachers, parents and students.” (Elliott, 1990, p. 4)

Summary

What is the next step, and what would be the ideal setting in a secondary
school for more meaningful instruction to take place? This “ideal” school
would function as a unit in itself, as well as one of the many units making
up the school system. Decision making within that school would be shared
with the parents, administrators and students.

Ideally, the learning

environment would consist of a space with movable furniture, appropriate
manipulatives, calculators, computers and other resources.

The teacher

would have a strong content background in mathematics and science as well
as an understanding of human psychology. This teacher would be ready to
assess the leaning styles of his/her students and then to employ a variety of
teaching strategies to help students construct their knowledge. Teachers
would be encouraged to work with other teachers in peer coaching teams
for the purpose of continuous improvement of instruction and professional
development.

With school empowerment, staff members would be

involved with continuous efforts for improvement. Utilizing technology
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efficiently for assessing performance would allow the teacher immediate
access to student needs for reteaching. In the past the alignment between
curriculum presented and then tested was not connected. Frequently, test
data was not made available to the teacher for months, by which time it was
difficult to reteach the material.

In this school there would be continuous

dialogue with parents, as well as school personnel such as guidance
counselors and other resource staff. There would be less dependence on
standardized norm referenced tests and more use of curriculum based
criterion referenced measures.

Additional methods of assessment such as

interviews, portfolios and written measures would be utilized as a tool for
evaluation and improvement of instruction. Assessment would be viewed
as ongoing for the teacher and students. In an active environment students
would be learning in individual as well as group activities. All students
would have the opportunity to participate in the mathematics curriculum
without being left out of the process. Teachers and administrators would
work in a supportive atmosphere which would provide opportunities for
involvement in the process to improve instruction and assessment. The
administrator as the educational leader would constantly work toward
improving the school. This may mean taking risks and making mistakes,
but the rewards for school improvement are well worth it.

The

administrator as the educational leader would strive to recruit teachers who
not only motivate students but also are motivated themselves as learners.
Time in the day must be provided for teachers to reflect, plan and create
these rich environments.
Current educational reformers are not the first to say that we must
educate ALL children. Nor did the educators of the modem math era first
say we must teach for understanding. Nor did the educators of the back to
basics movement first say that math must be practical. Professor E. Moore
in 1900 as president of the American Mathematical Society stressed the
interrelationship between math and science as well as the importance of
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connecting the various topics within mathematics.

Emphasis on using

concrete objects and inductive approaches to the content were discussed in
the early 1900s. In the 1940s, educators urged that problem solving be
integrated in all levels of instruction.

Shuster, when president of the

NCTM in the 1940s, called for reform in mathematics at the secondary and
college levels.

Spiral curriculum, discovery teaching and meaningful

understanding are not new words in the vocabulary of mathematics
educators.

In 1962, when the SMSG project was in full swing, Morris

Kline from New York University was critical of the program. He felt that
the problem was NOT with the curriculum but with the presentation of the
curriculum. There was little motivation and little intuitive development
before generalizations were made. In addition, in his opinion, there was
not an appropriate focus on applications.

Nor was there any involvement

of the learner with the process. He felt that involvement of the student
with the task would produce success. (Kline, 1973) Kline stated further
that “mathematics is the key to our understanding of the physical world, it
has given us power over nature and it has given man the conviction that he
can continue to fathom the secrets of nature.” (Kline, 1973, p. 145)
It has been stated many times by leaders in the mathematics education
community that the key to reform is with the classroom teachers. Nobody
wants to see history repeat itself as with other reform movements. Now is
the time to ask the question, “Where do we start?”

A visitor to the typical

urban high school in the fall of 1991 encounters a mathematics faculty with
the majority of its members five to ten years from retirement. Typically,
these teachers teach five classes daily with approximately twenty-eight
students in a class. The textbooks are relatively current and traditional.
The style of teaching is lecture, questions, practice,

and assignment of

homework. The following day begins with the “going over homework,”
followed by the same pattern: lecture, questions, practice, and assignment
of homework.

Teachers defend this approach, saying that it worked for
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them and if the kids only would pay more attention, study harder and do
their homework, then it would work for these students too. The newer
teachers are moderately prepared mathematically with many having been
exposed to the utilization of manipulatives, computers and calculators as
tools for instruction.

Once these newer teachers are immersed

in the

rigors of classroom teaching, many abandon these instructional aids and
adopt the traditional method used by the experienced teachers.

These

newer teachers are fully aware of the more prestigious careers some of
their more able fellow graduates are pursuing. None-the-less, change and
motivation must come from within this group of classroom teachers.
(Hadley, 1990)
As past president of the NCTM Frye said, the real success of the
implementation of the Standards will come from the individual classroom
teachers across the nation. These teachers, working with administrators,
parents, and business partners, will assure a broad base of support.
Crosswhite and Dossey echoed these

words with reminders that the

Standards came from working groups of educators from all aspects of the
mathematics community.

Iris Carl, the 1991-92 president of the NCTM,

encourages all mathematics teachers to get involved and to share their
expertise with other educators. Whether it be a single lesson within a unit
or an entire curriculum model, each new activity undertaken will assist the
student in a more meaningful understanding of mathematics.

Algebra

Algebra as a Pivotal Course

Historically Algebra I has been used to determine which students would
pursue a traditional college preparatory track in mathematics. Failure in
this course effectively closes the door on further study in mathematics and
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related fields. Its importance in the curriculum suggests that the way
algebra is taught deserves attention.
When Harvard began to require algebra for admission in 1820,
followed by Yale in 1847 and Princeton in 1848, Algebra’s place in the
secondary curriculum was secured.

Algebra was studied primarily to

fulfill college entrance requirements. What was not clear was how much,
how soon, and which teaching procedures would be used. (Coxford et al.
1970)

One of the popular texts of the early 1900’s began with eight pages

of definition and theory.

Few verbal problems were included.

The

problems that were in the text did not relate in any way to “real life.”
(Clark, 1926, p. 21)
Abilities in the application and organization of manipulative skills,
rather than the mere skills themselves, seem to be most rare and most
difficult to attain. In an address before the NCTM, a representative of
the engineering department of the General Electric Company said that
there is never any insurmountable difficulty in handling a mathematical
formula once it has been obtained, but that it is exceedingly difficult to
find a person who possesses sufficient insight into the meanings of
mathematical processes to know when and how to apply them to
problems as they arise.” (Everet, 1928, p. 6)
Arithmetic gradually passed from the secondary school to the
elementary school with algebra and geometry finding their place in the
secondary school curriculum. Books attempted to avoid methods which
merely stated rules and then followed with drill work. Colburn in 1925
published An Introduction to Algebra on the Inductive Method of
Instruction. He said his object was “to make the transition from arithmetic
to algebra as gradual as possible [by] beginning with practical questions in
simple equations, such as the learner might readily solve without the aid of
algebra...” (Coxford et al. 1970, p. 32) Edward L. Thorndike modified
this approach with his The Psychology of Algebra published in 1923. His
theory stressed the importance of establishing “bonds” by means of much
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practice. (Coxford et al. 1970)
teaching

This theory led to the avoidance of

related materials close in time to avoid incorrect bonds.

Concepts in arithmetic were broken down into small facts and skills and
presented separately.
Reports of unrest and dissatisfaction with the preparation of students
greeted the turn of the century. Some critics stated that separating college
and noncollege bound students was “neither feasible nor desirable.”
(Coxford et al. 1970, p. 47) European visitors remarked about the low
standards in the United States and commented “you foster half learning.”
Data was gathered and published on the level of mastery.
findings was the high failure rate in algebra.

One of the

Attention was now paid to

the preparation of elementary and junior high school students and teachers.
Providing for individual differences and the means to better distribute the
content of mathematics throughout the elementary and secondary years
received attention.

In spite of all the studies and data collected, algebra

continued to be the most common grade nine course.

There was to be

more preparation in the earlier grades to better prepare students for
algebra.

The

1923 Report

stressed the need for more of a focus on

problem solving and on the needs of everyday life. Reasons cited in the
report for the decline in scores included the larger number of students
entering school plus the fact that many of these new students were “first
generation.” The college community was quick to stress that the incoming
students were not prepared for the mathematics expected of them at the
college level. Regardless of the reason, educators had to do something
about mathematics preparation.

One of the recommendations was to

eliminate the “senseless timed drill” activities prevalent in the curriculum.
Although most educators agreed with this in principle, the actual change in
practice was another matter.

Many teachers who had been traditionally

trained to teach courses with eighty percent “meaningless manipulations”
missed having the opportunity to teach some of these difficult problems.
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(Clark, 1926, p. 85) The grade nine traditional algebra course was judged
to be both too difficult and not taught in a meaningful way.

The major

emphasis was on manipulation of symbols and not on understanding or
material that related to everyday life. Students were expected to be able to
“function at the top of the ladder without being helped to climb up the
steps.” (Clark, 1926, p. 99) In addition, it was recommended that teachers
approach the presentation

of new concepts through using varied

illustrations, utilizing the inductive method, using language appropriate to
the age and level of the students, and showing relationships between the
various topics so connections could be made. (Clark, 1926, p. 100)
The place of algebra in the secondary curriculum is firm. It has a long
history of distinction as the “rite of passage” from arithmetic to higher
levels of mathematics.

Patterns of Failure in Algebra

Generations have both feared and revered algebra. For some it meant
the thrill of new knowledge, while for many it meant confusion and
disappointment.

Those meeting failure, after repeating algebra for a

second time, had to leave the “college preparatory track” and become
“general” students. This pattern is all too frequent in school systems across
the country. Many of the students who leave the college preparatory track
are females and minorities. Labeling these students as having low ability
does not foster confidence in their ability to do mathematics, one of the
expectations of the Standards.

There is evidence linking teacher

expectations and student performance.

(Mumme, 1989)

By not taking

Algebra I, Geometry and Algebra II, these students are automatically
missing out on many of the available options for higher education and
careers. This pattern was in evidence during the eras of “pre New Math,”
“New Math” and “Back to Basics” and is still with us.
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The dropout rate from open valves in the mathematics refinery is
staggering. From ninth grade through the Ph.D., the half-life of
students in the mathematics curriculum is one year beginning with
approximately 3.2 million students entering high school, we lose 50
percent each year until only a few hundred attain the Ph.D. Losses
from the mathematics come disproportionately from females, Blacks,
Hispanics, and Native Americans. Blacks drop out early, at twice the
national average. Hispanic dropout rates are not as high but are much
worse than the national average, which itself is unacceptably high.
Women persist through college at rates comparable to men, but then
drop out at much higher rates in graduate school. One-fourth of our
population - the under-represented minorities-currently produce fewer
than 2 percent of our scientists, mathematicians, or engineers. Future
indicators suggest little change in this pattern.
For example, virtually
none of the Black college freshmen who score highest on the SAT
mathematics test indicate interest in majoring in mathematics. (NCTM,
1990, p. 132)
Each year teachers, counselors, and parents are faced with the task of
helping students make decisions about course selection. Making the right
decision about algebra impacts so many other decisions, such as future
college and career paths, that educators must know if there are any
accurate predictors of success.

There are indeed, a variety of ways to

predict the outcome of students as they pursue algebra. Studies by Hall
(1971) found that the best indicators of success in algebra were previously
earned grades in mathematics.

In a follow-up study by Mogull and

Rosengarten (1972), it was found that the single best predictor of success in
algebra was the grade eight mathematics grade.

Mehlhom (1981)

also

found that the Burney Test was useful in predicting success in algebra.
(Dessart & Suydam, 1983, p. 49)
Some educators feel that it is merely a case of determining how
intelligent a student is. In fact, in Springfield, Massachusetts, the criteria
for selecting students

for a gifted math program were I.Q. and math

scores on the Metropolitan Achievement Tests. In some studies looking at
patterns of success/failure, there were exceptions to the high correlation
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between mathematical ability and intelligence. “In an intensive study of the
accomplishment of 111 pupils in the University of Minnesota high schools,
it was found that a pupil with an I.Q. of 158 solved only 54 percent of his
problems correctly in tests extending throughout the year, while another
with an I.Q. of 109 solved 81 percent of the same problems correctly. Ten
pupils with an I.Q. ranging from 104 to 116 and a median I.Q. of 108.5
solved 75 percent of the problems correctly, while ten pupils with an I.Q.
ranging from 118 to 158 and a median I.Q. of 121.5 solved 52 percent of
the same problems correctly. There was evidence that students possessed
manipulative ability but were helpless in the presence of

situations

demanding more analysis. When a choice of operations had to be made or
an application selected,

difficulties arose.

Algebra is a subject that

constantly requires one to make fine discriminations, to exercise judgment;
it is a method of thinking quite as much as a collection of more narrowly
technical abilities.” (Everet, 1928, p. 14, 22)
The failure rate in Algebra I in the Springfield, Massachusetts Public
School System is alarmingly high. The current structure, in which algebra
is offered, is as follows. One “magnet” middle school has a group of about
twenty gifted students in a section of algebra, plus each of the six middle
schools offer one grade eight section. The college preparatory high school
is housing all of its grade nine students for the 91-92 school year at another
site due to overcrowding conditions.

Several sections of Algebra I are

offered. The senior high schools have several sections of Algebra I with a
mix of grade nine, ten, eleven and twelve students. Many of these students
fail Algebra I and repeat the course in summer school or repeat it the
following year. At the end of the first semester for the year 90-91, fortyfive percent of the Algebra I students at the “college preparatory” high
school failed for the half year.
Why are these figures so high? With the teacher shortage in the urban
schools, it is not unusual to have the majority of certified math teachers at
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the high schools, and to have teachers with less experience in teaching
mathematics at the middle schools. In the high schools, the courses which
receive the most attention are Advanced Placement Calculus, Probability,
Discrete Math, and Precalculus.

Often the style of teaching continues to be

the same as when these teachers studied algebra themselves...lecture,
classwork, homework. The skills receive more attention than the problem
solving activities. Symbol manipulation is seen to be the focus, whereas the
potential for computing technology and manipulatives, as tools for
meaningful understanding, is poorly understood. A course like Algebra I
requires attention so that these patterns from the past no longer continue.
Algebra I teachers should understand recently developed techniques for
teaching algebra, and they should be supported with new technology.
Opportunities for practicing these new techniques must be ongoing and
have

the support and cooperation from administrators.

The quality of

instruction must improve so that students will be able to succeed in algebra
and to seize opportunities for continued study in mathematics.
Unnecessary failure in algebra denies many students access to advanced
level courses.

Success at the algebra level is a crucial step which leads to

opportunities for higher education and fulfilling careers. The teaching of
algebra deserves special attention. One supervision strategy which can be
utilized to address the situation is peer coaching for teachers.

Peer Coaching

The Peer Coaching Model

Reports by researchers such as Bloom (1980)

found that teachers’

behaviors can be modified with appropriate inservice training and that this
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modification can impact student achievement. Sparks (1983) continued to
research how to gain the most from this type of inservice training.
(Nielson, 1988)
The training model developed by Joyce and Showers (1982, 1984)
addressed the issue of how to motivate teachers to modify or change their
present teaching practices. This is perhaps the model most examined and
modified. This model includes theory, description of the skill or strategy,
modeling or demonstration of skills or models of teaching, practice in
simulated classroom settings, structured and open-ended feedback, and
coaching for application. (Joyce & Showers, 1982, 1984)

Coaching allows

for the “provision of on-site personal support and technical assistance for
teachers.” (Baker & Showers, 1984, p. 1)
Peers working together continuously to study and to enhance their skills
is the root of the coaching process. This relationship among professionals
is critical to successful peer coaching. This process aids the teachers in the
development of a common set of understanding to begin the process of
acquiring new knowledge. This takes hard work, perseverance, and the
encouragement and help of colleagues. Teams are usually set up during the
training sessions as the steps begin for enhancing the understanding and
use of curriculum innovation or teaching strategies. (Showers, 1985)

Using Peer Coaching

The first step in the process is for the supervisor to identify the
population.

The teachers who teach Algebra I should be invited to

participate in professional development activities. The Standards and the
Professional Standards
activities.

should be introduced as a guide for all of the

The participants should be actively involved in the task of

writing the proposal, designing the environment, and evaluating any
professional development activity. If manipulatives are to be a focus, then
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training should be provided in utilizing a particular tool in the learning
environment.

The supervisor should create an appropriate environment

for the teachers to explore, to conjecture and to construct their own
knowledge as to how to use the new tool in a meaningful way.
Davis emphasizes the establishment of “... a mathematical community¬
providing objects that can be used in mathematical investigation, engaging
in lots of teacher-student interaction for purposes of diagnosis and
guidance, encouraging student-to-student talk that focuses on mathematical
issues, modeling mathematical thinking, promoting the kinds of questions
and comments that help community members to challenge and defend their
own constructions.”

(Davis et al. 1990, p. 3)

Teachers should be encouraged to work in teams for the purpose of
learning as well as eventually becoming peer coaches.

Hopefully the

teachers who choose to work together in the professional development
phase can continue working together in their classrooms.
conflicting teaching schedules do not permit this.

Sometimes

“Teachers need

opportunities to engage as learners in well taught mathematics courses and
workshops.”

(Professional Standards, 1991, p. 13)

As these teachers

continue to work together, they will continually foster each others’
mathematical growth.
Once the teams are set up, coaching is a cyclical process to increase skill
with a new teaching strategy through observation and feedback.

If the

activity happens to be using “Algebra Tiles” as a tool in instruction, then
the teams should take turns observing each other’s classes and offering
feedback regarding the various lessons. Feedback must be accurate, not
evaluative or judgmental. Once the skill is developed the next phase is to
examine mutually with one’s peer the appropriate use of this new teaching
strategy. Knowing a particular teaching strategy and knowing when to use
it are distinctly different. Coaching is a continuous process of analyzing,
studying, hypothesis-forming, and testing. (Showers, 1984)
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The main

ingredients for successful teams for peer coaching are familiarity with the
new skill or strategy, access to each other’s classrooms for purposes of
observation, feedback and conferences and a willingness to persist and
refine skills. (Showers, 1984)
Once the teacher has acquired the new skill and used it in the classroom,
he/she must then study its effects on student learning.

The inherent

philosophy is one of growth in a comfortable atmosphere as peers assist
each other in a learning process.

This process removes the feeling of

isolation experienced by most teachers whose only classroom visitors are
supervisors and administrators.
Teacher empowerment has been viewed by many administrators as a
threatening reform movement.

They may fear that this teacher

empowerment would mean their services as administrators would no
longer be needed.

Quite the contrary is the case.

The impact of peer

coaching would bring about an even greater need for supervisors to assist
teachers as resources and facilitators to bring about change. Improving the
quality of instruction demands that all staff members work together to
bring about the type of school climate desired. Classroom teaching is a
lonely, isolated activity.

Classroom visits are usually in the form of the

required visit by an administrator to perform the yearly evaluation. This
is usually an anxious time for teachers and thus is not an appropriate
vehicle for shared exchanges about teaching/leaming styles or curriculum
discussions. Rather, most teachers crave the opportunity to work with
fellow colleagues to improve instruction and the entire school atmosphere.
This is at the heart of school improvement. Teachers are in the role closest
to students and that is where reform begins. The NCTM has clearly stated
that “teachers are the key figures in changing the ways in which
mathematics is taught and learned in schools.” (Professional Standards,
1991, p. 2) Sending down edicts from “above” for teachers to implement
without any input will stymie the creativity and enthusiasm of the teachers
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who are potentially capable of bringing about change. This fact, and not
their salary, will affect the flight of teachers into other professions, as was
found in the Harris Survey in 1980. (Joyce & Showers, 1989, p. 8)
Teachers have the potential to revitalize themselves, to improve school
morale and to participate in school improvement efforts. Teachers should
be encouraged to realize that the time to become involved and to contribute
toward the solution process is now.

Constructivist Learning

Building an Understanding of Mathematics

How do we help students build an understanding of mathematics?
Educational constructivists provide fundamental precepts which can guide
teachers. They generally agree on the following:
1. All knowledge is constructed. Mathematical knowledge is
constructed, at least in part, through a process of reflective
abstraction.
2. There exist cognitive structures that are activated in the processes
of construction. These structures account for the construction:
that is, they explain the result of cognitive activity in roughly the
way a computer program accounts for the output of a computer.
3. Cognitive structures are under continual development. Purposive
activity induces transformation of existing structures. The
environment presses the organism to adapt.
4. Acknowledgement of constructivism as a cognitive position leads
to the adoption of methodological constructivism.
a. Methodological constructivism in research develops methods
of study consonant with the assumption of cognitive
constructivism.
b. Pedagogical constructivism suggests methods of teaching
consonant with cognitive constructivism. (Davis et al. 1990,
p. 10)
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Constructivists argue that rote learning is not sufficient, but that “reflective
abstraction” and “purposive activity” lead to learning (the transformation
of mental structures).

Cognitive research indicates that it is essential to

distinguish between “meaningful learning and rote learning.

It is not

enough to absorb and accumulate information.” (Baroody & Ginsburg,
1991) Young children invent strategies and modify these strategies to the
most efficient level. (Carpenter & Moser, 1984)
Recent studies have investigated basic abilities that underlie performance
rather than performance itself.

Commenting on the emerging theories,

Lockhead (1985) states “Knowledge is not an entity which can be simply
transferred from those who have to those who don’t.

Knowledge is

something which each individual learner must construct for and by
himself.” When novices use algorithms that have been drilled, they achieve
performance without utilizing “simple understandings that result from the
perception of essence.”

(Blais, 1988)

As the years go by, instead of

retaining entire algorithms, the novice is left with partial algorithms.
Ultimately, the learner is left with “near total collapse of performance
because shallow knowledge is difficult to retain.” (Blais, 1988) Teachers of
algebra must certainly work to foster students’ depth of knowledge.
Experience has shown that most students do not learn effectively by
merely listening to the presentation and practicing what was taught.
Teachers, however, often continue to teach in a manner similar to the way
they were taught.

Possibly, one of the reasons students have difficulty

understanding algebraic concepts is the mode of instruction, (Piaget, 1971)
and after concepts are presented using “concrete materials, pictures, and
diagrams, the learner is ready to use numerals and symbols with
understanding.” (Berman & Friederwitzer, 1989)
The concern of the researcher is with the learning of Algebra I, which
represents a major transition from concrete to abstract thought. Too many
students experience difficulty with the concepts of algebra. The difficulty
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is possibly more with the instructional methods than with the concepts.
(Piaget, 1971)

When ideas are introduced initially with concrete models

and pictures some students can more readily understand the symbols.
While these investigations with the concrete models are occurring, students
can build an understanding that will prepare them for abstract
interpretations. For example, teachers often forget the difficulty students
have in the understanding of the concept of ‘variable’. Exercises developed
by Schoenfeld and Arcavi (1988) illustrate the notion of ‘variable’ and its
“richness and multiplicity of meanings.”

Multiple meanings make it

difficult for some students to understand and use variables. “Students need
more experience in observing patterns and in making generalizations
before they use variables.” (Schoenfeld & Arcavi, 1988, p. 424)

After

these experiences, students are soon solving linear equations by
manipulating the

algebraic

symbols

and numbers. Given more

opportunities to solve equations using physical objects, diagrams and
symbols would increase the understanding and retention of all students.
(Austin & Vollrath, 1989, p. 608)
The extent to which children benefit from formal mathematics depends
on how well it meshes with their thinking and past experiences.
Frequently, gaps occur between children’s concrete informal mathematics
and the relatively abstract formal instruction received. (Ginsburg, 1989)
By providing an appropriate atmosphere for students to engage in
mathematical constructions, teachers can seize the chance to observe and to
analyze students’ constructions and thus assess understanding. With this in
mind the teacher can continually provide the appropriate activities that will
further enhance understanding and learning. (Maher & Davis, 1990)
To prepare a student for a career like a chef in an auto mechanic’s
environment is senseless.
students for years.

We have been doing this with mathematics

As mathematics teachers, we have been using

environments that are poorly designed and do little to encourage students
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and teachers to engage in mathematical activities. To prepare students with
skills for vocational careers such as auto mechanics, cosmetology or
culinary arts, educational planners and people successful in these fields
work together to create appropriate learning environments for these
students. These learning environments simulate the way it will be for these
students when they are out of school pursuing these careers. The same is
true for teachers.
Standards

Providing for new understanding as outlined in the

will not be accomplished with traditional methods of

supervision.
To properly take part in math activities students need opportunities to
communicate, to share ideas, to test hypotheses, to try alternate methods
and actually to DO mathematics.

Mathematics classrooms have

traditionally been empty with perhaps a few posters of ancient
mathematicians on the wall.

Math classrooms should be environments

where students can engage in math activities with their peers, as they would
in the vocational/shop areas.

Students in a mathematics activity room

would be presented challenges and given support to construct their own
understanding.

The necessary tools for exploration, such as calculators,

computers, manipulatives, and areas for group conferencing should be
available.

Teachers have an enormous responsibility in the activity

centered environments for guiding student interactions and facilitating
useful discussion about the mathematics.

The teacher no longer needs to

be the person with all of the answers, but can instead provide the students
with the opportunities to count on themselves and on each other. Shared
responsibilities can bring shared ownership into the atmosphere.

Teachers

can provide this type of atmosphere for each other as they plan, explore,
conjecture and create meaningful tasks for their students.
Just as students in the vocational education/shop environments engage in
group activities, so should students in the mathematical environment have
such opportunities to work and learn as a “community.” Students should
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challenge themselves, sort out conflicting strategies, negotiate, share, listen
and explain. The role of the teacher is critical in allowing this process to
flow.

Students should be able to utilize small group activities and

individual interviews to develop diverse and creative problem solving
techniques. Giving students the opportunity to think out loud is a good way
to assist them in sorting out the parts of a particular task. Some of the
approaches used in direct instruction can be used effectively. For example,
if simplifying radicals impedes a problem solving activity, the student
should be provided with instruction on the particular topic. Adapting a
wide variety of techniques is encouraged by many practitioners.

“Students

will construct but we want their construction to be guided by mathematical
purposes, not by the need to figure out what teachers want or where they
are headed.” (Davis et al. 1990, p. 16)

By providing this type of

atmosphere we can tmly prepare students for the next century.
Serious mathematical thinking takes time as well as intellectual courage
and skills. A learning environment that supports problem solving must
allow time for students to puzzle, to be stuck, to try alternative
approaches and to confer with one another and with the teacher.
Furthermore, for many worthwhile mathematical tasks, tasks that
require reasoning and problem solving, the speed, pace and quantity of
students’ work are inappropriate criteria for “doing well.” (Professional
Standards, 1991, p. 58)
New Tools

Advocates of reform as well as conservative mathematicians and
educators support the idea that students need to be well trained in algebraic
manipulation.

In fact, the SATs currently require a high degree of

manipulative skill.

Instead of changing what we teach, we must realize

that using technology to change the way we teach would lead to more
meaningful understanding. (Waits & Demana, 1988)
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Recent advances in methodology and technology are available for
mathematics teachers who wish to restructure their teaching in ways which
can help more students understand algebraic concepts. Among changes in
instructional practices in algebra suggested by the Standards is an increased
use of calculators and computers as tools for learning. The Standards also
espouse the use of concrete models as precursors to the introduction of
abstraction.
No longer is it necessary to use routine calculations to explore
possibilities and simulate real world applications.

Students can use

calculators and computers for exploration.
Thus some of the important issues in the teaching and learning of
algebra can be crystallized by casting them in the framework of
conceptions of algebra and uses of variables, conceptions that have been
changed by the explosion in the uses of mathematics and the
omnipresence of computers. No longer is it worthwhile to categorize
algebra solely as generalized arithmetic, for it is much more than that.
Algebra remains a vehicle for solving certain problems, but it is more
than that as well. It provides the means by which to describe and
analyze relationships. And it is the key to the characterization and
understanding of mathematical structures. Given these assets and the
increased mathematization of society, it is no surprise that algebra is
today the key area of study in secondary school mathematics and that
this preeminence is likely to be with us for a long time. (Usiskin, 1988,
p. 18)
The availability of technology has reduced the need to rely on paper
and pencil manipulation in the classroom and in the workplace. With less
time devoted to pencil and paper drill, more time and effort can be focused
on preparing students for open-ended, realistic problem solving.
“Technology is a vital force in learning, teaching and doing mathematics,
providing new approaches for solving problems and influencing the kinds
of questions that are investigated. It should play a significant role in the
teaching and learning of mathematics.” (Professional Standards, 1991,
p. 134) A teacher might help students make everyday knowledge more
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mathematical and systematized by writing simple computer procedures for
solving everyday problems. Or a teacher can allow students to explore
patterns and visualize graphs using a computer utility. (Kieren & Olson,
1989) Technology can help students think more deeply about the
mathematics, find connections between different representations of the
same problems and furnish concrete links between algebra and other topics
in geometry and statistics. (Demana & Waits, 1990) A graphing calculator
allows the teacher to implement important aspects of the Standards. Using
graphing utilities to explore the “what ifs” gives students the opportunity to
see patterns visually without tedious calculations. The focus changes from
algebraic manipulation to understanding.

(Demana & Waits, 1990)

Spreadsheet software provides the teacher and students with many
opportunities to solve problems and validate results.

“Algebra texts

contain many problems that can be solved using spreadsheets such as: How
can $5400 be invested, part of it at 8% and the remainder at 10%, so that
the two investments will produce the same amount

of interest.”

(Verderber, 1990, p. 51) “When in fact, the spreadsheet frees students
from being hampered by laborious manipulation of numbers and allows
them to concentrate on the mathematics problem itself.” (Masalski, 1990,
p. 1) Teachers need to free themselves from thinking that the only way to
solve problems is to write equations.
How will new opportunities become a reality in classrooms across the
country? A visit to an urban classroom demonstrates that change has not
occurred. “The increasing sophistication of computer technology has put
pressure on algebra and the rest of the school mathematics curriculum as
well. This pressure takes three forms: (1) incorporating work related to
computer programming into the ongoing curriculum, (2) introducing
symbolic mathematical systems, and (3) meeting the needs of computer
science itself.” (NCTM, 1985, p. 54) “Computing offers an opportunity to
turn the secondary school mathematics curriculum on its head. Instead of
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treating applications as a reward for years of preparation, students can
begin now with the most natural and motivating aspect of mathematics—its
applications.” (NCTM, 1985, p. 9)

“It should be possible for every

teacher to place greater stress on situations in which mathematics is used to
model the structure of real-life situations.” (NCTM, 1985, p. 52)
Experience with the concrete paves the way for abstraction and formal
thought. “Physical materials and pictorial displays should be used to help
children recognize and create patterns and relationships. This experience
builds readiness for a generalized view of mathematics and the later study
of algebra.” (Standards, 1989, p. 60)

Using these tools is difficult for

many teachers who have been using the lecture method of teaching for
many years. They are convinced that there is neither time in the day to use
these tools nor that such tools are of benefit. They also know that “simply
using manipulatives does not guarantee meaningful learning.” (Baroody,
1989, p. 4) It is important to use any tool in an appropriate manner.
Educators must ask questions such as “Will students use this manipulative in
a way that it will connect with their current knowledge?” “Was reflection
done on the part of the students?”

“Were all of the students actively

engaged in thinking about the experience?”

Of particular interest here is

research on the use of concrete imagery by Alexander (1977) which
showed that the use of concrete materials aids students in understanding.
(Dessart & Suydam, 1983, p. 16)
With many algebra teachers relying primarily on textbook abstraction,
the introduction of manipulatives to algebra teaching appears to present a
need for professional development and an opportunity for peer coaching.
“The open ended nature of lessons which use manipulatives tends to create
magical results.

The exploration of mathematics through the use of

manipulatives opens windows beyond the scope of the standard curriculum.
Time spent using manipulatives saves time down the line with the bonus of
keeping students excited about the mathematics.” (Belsky, 1990, p. 23)
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Manipulatives need not mean a large investment of dollars.

Many

models can be made from recycled materials or with paper, scissors and
tape.

Teachers have devised creative ways to handle the organizational

component of cataloging, passing out, collecting and storing manipulatives.
In fact, students frequently will respond to the pleas for assistance in this
activity. Labeling items and organizing the contents of storage devices and
giving students the responsibility for the bag or box used will aid in the
management.

The time and effort that teachers put forth in utilizing

manipulatives will be more than rewarded as they see students’ interest,
enthusiasm and understanding increase. (Belsky, 1990)
As the instructional emphasis shifts from teacher presentation and
student practice to student centered learning utilizing technology,
understanding will increase. Whether using manipulatives, calculators or
computers, students will be able to view mathematics from several
perspectives and to gain confidence in their problem solving abilities. This
should assist them in becoming less reliant on imitating the teacher’s
methods. “Teachers’ skills in developing and integrating the task, discourse
and the environment in ways that promote students’ learning are enhanced
through thoughtful analysis of their instruction.” (Professional Standards,
1991, p. 61)
Algebra Tiles: an Example
The Standards point out that textbooks, tests, software, manipulatives,
and other learning materials can be produced so that constructive learning
will take place in the classroom. (Standards, 1989) One set of learning
materials which has been produced to support constructivist teaching is
“Algebra Tiles.”

(Tiles for classroom use are available from the

Cuisenaire Company of America.) Because tiles have two dimensions, they
may be used to provide concrete representations of algebraic expressions in
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two variables. So they may be used to represent opposites, tiles are colored
differently on each side.

The product “xy” may be represented by a

rectangle seen as having a width of x and a length of y. The opposite of xy,
algebraically -xy, is indicated by turning a similar rectangle over to show
its other (opposite) color.

The study of polynomials is a significant

component in an algebra curriculum. Algebra tiles map second degree
polynomials into two dimensional space.

The zero property and the

operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, as well as
factoring can be demonstrated spatially.
The sum of a square and its additive inverse, x2+(-x2), can be modeled
with a tile representing x2 and its opposite -x2. In any summation, two
similar tiles of opposite colors combine, cancel, and are removed.

ZERO

Zero Property
Figure 2.1
With xy tiles and -xy tiles (of the opposite color) the terms 3xy and
-2xy may be formed. Their sum is 3xy +(-2xy).

Two of the xys and two

of the opposites combine forming zero. One of the xys remains.
y

y

___

=

* i
i

—i

Addition and Subtraction
Figure 2.2
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Tiles may be used to form a rectangle which has a width of x+y and a
length of 3x-y. The total tile area is seen to be three x2 tiles, three xy tiles,
one -y2 tile and one -xy tile. One of the xy tiles combines with its additive
inverse -xy leaving a total of two xys along with three x2s and one -y2.
Expressed symbolically the product of length and width is (x+y)(3x-y)
which multiplies formally to 3x2+2xy-y2.

x

x

x

-y

x

y

Multiplication of Binomials
Figure 2.3
Tasks with Algebra Tiles involve students in explorations with concrete
objects which provide experiences for conjecture and the construction of
knowledge.
Peer Coaching and Instructional Practice
Instructional Practices. Recent Research
Looking at instruction and success in the mathematics classroom
involves looking at the classroom teacher and his/her instructional
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practices. Recent research on instructional practices has had an impact on
recommendations set forth in the Standards

and in the Professional

Standards.
Research studies have looked at classroom instructional practices of
algebra teachers from three teacher viewpoints: “organizing for
instruction, teaching algebra in the classroom and assigning homework.”
(Dessart & Suydam, 1983, p. 1)

Studies by Andreozzi (1975), Hartje

(1974), and Proctor (1967) support the use of advance organizers with
algebra classes. These teachers provide the means of relating new material
to be learned to previous material already learned. It has been shown that
using this technique improves retention. (Dessart & Suydam, 1983) Gould
(1970) found that “first year algebra students in a supervised study plan
achieved significantly more than students in a daily recitation instruction
plan. In the supervised study plan, two class periods a week were devoted
to study during which students were permitted to work in small groups.”
(Dessart & Suydam, 1983) These findings are completely compatible with
the recommendation of the Standards.

In fact, the Standards include

recommendations for using a variety of instructional formats (small
groups, individual exploration, peer instruction, whole class discussion,
project work). Another research study by Dubriel (1977) found that the
“longer time period spent on developmental activities seemed to produce
better problem-solving capabilities in students.” (Dessart & Suydam, 1983,
p. 3)
The whole block of time set aside for mathematics teaching can be
examined by teachers to look for more efficient uses of the time. A three
year study by

Good (1983)

showed that the use of a structured

mathematics class can improve students’ learning.

By ‘structured’ he

means that time is set aside for various aspects of a lesson. For example,
he suggests that only about the first eight minutes of class should be used
for review.

This is not the traditional pattern which often finds the
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majority of class time spent on going over homework. He concluded that
the major amount of time should be on development. The focus should be
on “meaning and promoting student understanding using concrete
materials, concrete examples, comparison and class discussion.” (Marquis,
1989, p. 421)

Time should also be planned to reteach, to reinforce and to

clear up misunderstandings.
practice.

He also recommends some class time for

Assignments should include some review examples.

Stalling

(1984) states that eighty-five percent of the class time should be used for
instruction. She also states that students should be held accountable for
homework and that frequent quizzes and tests usually help students keep on
task. After school help sessions can be used effectively. Some teachers
announce in advance the particular topic that will be worked on for a
particular session. Other educators feel that these sessions should be openended. (Marquis, 1989)
Research by Hansen (1962) and Rodrigue (1979), found that the time of
day or length of the time period has little effect on achievement.
However, Pifer (1981) found that the use of feedback depends directly on
the amount of time spent on a task during initial instruction; achievement is
related to mastery of prerequisites and time on task. (Dessart & Suydam,
1983)
A study by Kysilka (1969) of teacher talk in an algebra class found that
algebra teachers tend to dominate the class discussion about sixty to
seventy-five percent of the time. Mathematics teachers talk even more than
social studies teachers. (Dessart & Suydam, 1983)
Studies by Davis (1966) were used to determine the effectiveness of
individualized instruction.

“The results indicated that individualized

instruction supplemented by lectures, homework, study outlines, and
filmstrips was superior to just one of these methods of instruction.”
(Dessart & Suydam, 1983, p. 9)

Research by Urwiller (1971) on

homework assignments indicated that the “spiral approach for review and
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exploration seemed most appropriate for algebra teachers.” Thus
homework assignments would include some review material, current
material, plus some material to introduce future work by using some
exploratory technique. (Dessart & Suydam, 1983, p. 9) Studies by Camp
(1973), Butcher (1975) and Anthony (1977) on

massed (homework

assigned at one time for a unit) vs. distributed (homework assigned over a
period of time) homework indicated that the distributed homework
procedure seemed superior. (Dessart & Suydam, 1983, p. 10)
The proposed algebra curriculum will move away from a tight focus on
manipulative facility to include greater emphasis on conceptual
understanding, on algebra as a means of representation, and on
algebraic methods as a problem solving tool. Computing technology
enables schools to provide a richer set of algebra experiences for all
students. (Standards, 1989, p. 150)
Initiating Change

Since current algebra teaching tends to be textbook driven, the pattern
continues to be lecture, examples and practice. In an effort to bring about
changes in teacher behavior which utilize technology in the algebra
curriculum, the basic model for peer assistance could facilitate change.
“The curricular emphasis could shift from manipulative skills to concepts,
relationships, structures, and problem solving. The instructional emphasis
could shift from teacher presentations and guided practice of skills to
student-directed learning that exploits technology to solve problems and
explore concepts.” (Lynch, Fischer & Green, 1989, p. 688)

Effort must

be focused on the type of supervision used as these new outcomes are
sought.
As a guide for mathematics teaching, the NCTM has developed a
comprehensive set of standards. Along with the mathematics supervisors
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and professors, the classroom teachers have shown enthusiasm for the
Standards.

Along with this enthusiasm comes the question, “Where do we

start?”
We start improving instructional practices using the Standards
guide and teacher peer coaching as a vehicle.

as a

Peer tutoring and group

learning sessions have been shown to be effective means of producing
change for students and teachers. Positive student gains in achievement and
affective outcomes such as improved attitudes, interest and self-concept
have been found. (Baker, 1989)

Students working with students has some

of the same positive effects as teachers working with teachers.

Peer

assistance has been used quite dramatically in substance abuse programs as
well in a program to curb violence in the schools. Successful programs in
teacher peer assistance have used a model similar to the one in Brattleboro,
Vermont. This model was used by the English department. This program
was voluntary, had administrative support and evolved slowly. (Chrisco,
1989) Teachers worked in pairs, using the preconference, observation, and
a postconference approach.

The school system supported this teacher

effort by hiring a paraprofessional to perform such tasks as lunch duty, hall
duty and study hall monitoring.

This allowed

teachers time to spend

working with their peers to discuss teaching styles, methods, and content
and to have ongoing feedback for the observations.
Manipulatives in the algebra classroom can improve instruction by
providing an alternative to rote memorization. The fact remains that some
teachers will continue to assign pages out of the textbook to fill time
designated for mathematics in the daily schedule. Educational leaders must
recognize that “these teachers who are not comfortable with activity
centered lessons need management guidelines and assistance in organizing
their classrooms so that mathematics involving manipulative materials can
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be implemented effectively.” (Joyner,

1990)

Peer coaching is a

nonthreatening mentoring technique which can guide teachers through this
challenging behavioral change.
Peer coaching can make an important contribution to the improvement
of instructional quality in the algebra classroom by encouraging the use of
methodology and technology

recommended in the Standards and the

Professional Standards. Beginning with a few interested teachers, pairs of
peer coaches can assist each other in improving mathematics understanding
for students. Professional development opportunities and professional
publications can keep them current with the mathematics education
community and provide sources of support.

“Professionalism among

teachers is built through a support system that links them to colleagues
inside and outside the schools.

Teachers should be able to turn to

colleagues for information concerning any aspect of mathematics education
in order to expand their view of teaching and learning skills.”
(Professional Standards, 1991, p. 169)

Strategies For Continued Involvement

Peer coaching, as part of on-going staff development programs, could
support a continuing improvement of instructional practices, infusion of
new technology, and implementation of the Standards.

In studies to

determine the qualities of the effective mathematics teacher, Evertson,
Anderson, Anderson, and Brophy (1980) found that effective mathematics
teachers were “active, well organized, and strongly academically oriented.”
(Dessart & Suydam, 1983, p. 7) From this finding one can infer that good
teachers are well motivated. “The experiences that mathematics teachers
have while learning mathematics have a powerful impact on the education
they provide their students.” (Professional Standards, 1991, p. 127) Staff
development helps teachers stay active by providing opportunities to work
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together and learn how to facilitate student learning and understanding of
mathematics in an activity centered community. “Mathematics instructors
do not simply deliver content, rather they facilitate learners’ construction
of their own knowledge of mathematics. Sometimes they stand back letting
students puzzle and come up with their own solution.” (Professional
Standards, 1991, p. 127)
Even basic, everyday teaching strategies that one teacher might take for
granted could, when shared with a peer, help that teacher with a particular
need. For example, the management of homework for some teachers is a
frustrating task. How do you get around the need to spend so much class
time going over homework and thus losing class time for creating
meaningful understanding of concepts?
strategies for solving this problem.

Other teachers have come up with

One idea is to create a “homework

board.” When students enter the classroom, they identify on the homework
board the particular problems they would like the teacher to go over in
class.

This gives the teacher an immediate picture of the focus of the

difficulties and allows shy students a chance to indicate questions without
having to ask them aloud in class. Some teachers find it beneficial for
themselves and for students to provide answer keys to homework exercises.
This approach allows students to check their own problems and
immediately correct careless mistakes and to ask questions in class on
material that was not understood.
In addition to helping teachers refine their teaching methods, peer
coaching can also have a role in assuring the quality and appropriateness of
the content of algebra courses.

Changes from the traditional teaching

approach have more of a chance for success if teachers can work with
other teachers in selecting appropriate tasks and designing environments
for learners.

Together, teachers can plan strategies for guiding discourse

and providing opportunities for reflection and analysis in their classes.
Just as students construct new knowledge at their own rate, teachers will
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develop new understanding according to their own individual timelines.
Hence teachers are constructivist learners also.
The peer assistance model allows teachers to practice using new ideas,
after shared discourse with their peers. Some teachers will immediately
begin using new techniques to assist students in developing deeper
understanding.

It is best to begin with these teachers and not to try to

convert the most resistant ones. Once these “pioneers” begin experiencing
success, others will follow their lead.

(Mumme & Weissglass, 1989)

“Teachers who are engaged proactively in making mathematics education
better demonstrate this in many ways. What is essential is that they view
themselves as agents of change, responsible for improving mathematics
education at many different levels: the classroom, the school, the district,
the region and the nation.” (Professional Standards, 1991, p. 169)
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CHAPTER HI
METHODOLOGY

Springfield Public Schools: a Context

Background
Springfield is located in Western Massachusetts and has an area of
thirty-three square miles. Often called “The City of Homes,” almost half
the housing is considered single family, with forty-nine percent having
been built before 1940.

In support of its residential neighborhoods,

Springfield has given five neighborhoods Historic District designation. It
is a city with a diversity of industry as well as a healthy diversity of ethnic
groups and cultures.
Springfield’s first school house was built in 1679. Students walked from
as far away as Longmeadow and Chicopee.

“The first high school in

Springfield, a 65 by 30 foot brick school house, opened in 1828 on the
comer of School and High Street. The school emphasized grammar,
spelling, arithmetic, U.S. History, and algebra. In 1840 the town voted to
abolish the high school as taxpayers thought the idea impractical.
school was re-established in 1841.” (Roberts, 1989, p. 6)

The

Springfield

pioneered the Junior High School concept in the post-World War I era.
This was an attempt to meet the needs of children not going to high school.
The widely known Springfield Plan was implemented by superintendent
John Granmd during World War II. “This plan sought to incorporate the
study of different cultures in the schools to eliminate prejudice and increase
intercultural understanding.”

(Roberts, 1989, p. 7)

The system

experienced enormous change after the war. Surrounding towns built their
own high schools and new immigrant groups, Blacks from the South and
Hispanics from Puerto Rico, came to Springfield in large numbers.
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By 1965, when the state legislature mandated racial balance, Springfield
had one junior high school and five elementary schools exceeding 90%
black enrollment. In 1974 the Massachusetts Supreme Court ordered racial
imbalance eliminated by the time school opened in September.

“The

implementation of the Six-District Desegregation Plan began immediately.
Schools opened with students, both black and white, bused across five
districts.”

(Roberts, 1989, p. 7)

Magnet schools were created to assist in

voluntary racial balance. Starting with an enrollment of three hundred in
the first year, there are now twelve magnet schools budgeted with a 1.8
million dollar state grant. Magnet school participation has risen to fifteen
hundred. Springfield’s current school population has a racial distribution
of 38% White, 33% Hispanic, 28% Black, and 2% Asian. (Regina, 1991,
p. 9) Projections indicate that the student population will grow by more
than six hundred a year.
Springfield is now implementing a restructuring initiative.

This

restructuring includes the “Blueprint for Excellence,” a framework for
school improvement which includes “Site Based Management,” a process
which returns decision making to a school management team made up of
the

principal,

teachers,

parents

and

business

representatives.

“Restructured Schools” changed the system’s grade level structure to
twenty-eight K-5 elementary schools, six 6-8 middle schools, two K-8
magnet schools, three grade 9-12 high schools, and an alternative high
school. “Controlled Choice Plan” allows parents to choose an elementary
school within their Educational Zone. Middle schools and high schools are
now open enrollment across the city within the guidelines of gender and
racial balance. Springfield is an urban area with tremendous educational
challenges. Superintendent Dr. Peter J. Negroni states, “We have the will
to make each school an improving school. Though we have just begun, our
journey is clear and direct to making every school in Springfield effective
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for all its children.”

Part of the path to effective schools rests in the

supervision model of the school system.
Supervision

The administrative structure of the school system consists of a
superintendent, deputy superintendent, assistant superintendents of
secondary and elementary schools,
special

services.

The

and

an assistant superintendent of

main work of curriculum planning

and

implementation is done by directors and supervisors and their curriculum
committees. There are directors and/or supervisors for special programs,
academic subject areas and the
complex.

arts. The role of the supervisors is

They work with the Director of Personnel in an advisory

capacity for the selection of new teachers, and with principals in the
selection of curriculum materials.

Curriculum materials are the

responsibility of the various curriculum committees and must be approved
by the Superintendent and then by the School Committee. The secondary
mathematics curriculum committee is made up of the secondary math
department chairs and interested math teachers. The supervisors conduct
monthly meetings of these curriculum committees. Supervisors work with
the grants writer in the application process for competitive grants.

Each

supervisor is expected to serve on at least one site-based management team
as well as the task forces.
The academic directors and supervisors are not responsible for teacher
evaluation.

Since principals are the instructional leaders for their

buildings, they are the ones who evaluate teachers. A principal’s evaluation
consists of the completion of a checklist, three times a year, for nontenured
teachers. Occasionally principals request that supervisors assist teachers.
Some supervisors observe/visit the teachers in their subject areas.
occurs when a teacher invites the supervisor to a particular class.
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This

Teachers

There are forty-five senior high math teachers at the four city high
schools and forty-four math teachers in the middle schools. Teachers new
to the Springfield system are usually assigned to teach in the middle
schools; the high school positions are subsequently filled with teachers who
have had experience in middle schools (former junior high schools).
Teacher class schedules are assigned by the principal.
curriculum and text materials have

been

Since the

selected by the curriculum

committees, classroom teachers generally have not been involved in
curriculum design. Some training has been done to encourage the use of
non text material.

Algebra

Algebra is taught from grade seven through twelve.

In grade seven

algebra is taught as part of a “Talented and Gifted” program at Chestnut
Middle School. This program has approximately twenty grade 7 students.
Students begin this accelerated program with a rigorous pre-algebra course
in grade six. Each of the six middle schools has one grade eight algebra
section.

The two K-8 magnet schools also offer a grade eight algebra

section. The three high schools offer algebra to a mixture of students in
grades 9-12. School records (student data base) show that most students
take Algebra I in the ninth grade. Some students have already completed
Algebra I by grade nine whereas others do not take it until their tenth,
eleventh or even twelfth year of school. The failure rate for Algebra I at
the college preparatory school is forty-five percent (student data base). Is
there a better way?
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Methodological Approach
Design of the Study

This is an exploratory study, designed to test the feasibility of using peer
supervision to implement recommendations of the NCTM Standards
particularly those related to the teaching of algebra. A general survey of
mathematics teachers in Springfield begins this study. The study continues
with a series of content workshops for teachers, followed by a period of
work in the schools using techniques learned in these workshops. Two
workshops for sharing and closure conclude the researcher’s work with
teachers. Information for the assessment of this peer supervision model is
drawn from participants’ written reflections, surveys, interviews, and
portfolios.

Survey of Mathematics Teachers

There are eighty-nine secondary math teachers in the city of
Springfield. A survey was designed by the researcher to help identify
which teachers are responsible for teaching Algebra I, determine the level
of awareness of the Standards,

provide background for developing a

supervision scheme, and collect information necessary for the preparation
of workshops. This survey, Survey of Secondary Mathematics Teachers, is
included below.
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Table 3.1
Survey of Secondary Mathematics Teachers

1) How many years have you been teaching Mathematics?

_Years.

2)

Circle the grades you currently teach:

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

3)

Circle the grades you prefer to teach:

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

4) What math courses do you prefer to teach?_
5) Check all the certifications you hold from the list below:
Math_Science_Elementary(K-8)_Other_(please specify).
6) When did you get your fundamental background in mathematics?
_a) As an undergraduate
_b) In graduate school
_c) While working as a teacher
_d) Other (specify)_
7) Have you taken a math course in the past five years Yes_ No_
If Yes, please specify_
List other course work during the past five years (please indicate the subject area)

8) Have you attended any workshops or inservice training recently? Yes_ No_
In particular:_
9)

Are you a member of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics ? Y_N_

10) Do you belong to any other organization for math educators? Yes
No_
In particular:_
11) The NCTM has recently published Curriculum and Evaluation Standards in
Mathematics.
a) Are you aware of the Standards?
Yes_ No_
b) Are you knowledgeable about the Standards? Yes_No_
c) Have the Standards had an impact on your point of view?
Yes_No_
d) Have you begun to implement the Standards in your classes? Yes_No_
12) Check all of the following teaching tools that you use fairly regularly in your classes.
_ a) Videos _ b) Films _ c) Calculators
_ d) Personal Computers (Apple, IBM pc. Commodore, etc.)
_ e) Computer terminals attached to a large central computer (VAX or PDP11)
_ f) Manipulatives_ g) An overhead projector

Continued next page
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Table 3.1 (continued)
13) Would you be interested in participating in inservice activities that would help you implement the
NCTM Standards in your classroom? Yes
No_
14) Would you be interested in participating in inservice activities that would help you use computers
as an instructional tool in your classroom? Yes_No_
15) Would you be interested in participating in inservice activities that would show how you could
use manipulatives as an instructional tool in your classroom? Y_N_
16) What suggestions do you have for workshops that would be useful for mathematics teachers in
Springfield?

17) What further suggestions do you have for helping Springfield math teachers become more
effective?

School:

Name:

Please return to:
Linda Abbott, Acting Director Math & Technology
Thank you for your cooperation.

Results of the Survey

In September 1991 all math department chairs in Springfield’s public
secondary schools were asked to have the members of their department
complete a survey.

This survey was designed (by the researcher) to

provide a profile of experience, background, teaching preferences, and
professional involvement of Springfield’s algebra teachers.

A total of

eighty-nine surveys were collected, representing most of Springfield’s math
teachers.

The respondents represented a broad range of teaching

experience from first year teachers to a teacher with thirty-four years in
the classroom.
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The average number of years of teaching experience in this group is
fourteen.

Fifty-three percent have certification in mathematics, four

percent in science, and eleven percent have both math and science
certification. Thirty percent are certified in elementary education while
two percent are uncertified. Most received their fundamental background
in math as undergraduates, and over a third attributed working as a teacher
as important to their math background.

Nearly half had taken a math

course recently.
Only a fifth of the teachers surveyed were members of the NCTM.
When questioned about the Standards sixty-nine percent had heard of the
Standards but only forty percent claimed to be knowledgeable. Somewhat
over forty percent said they had begun to implement the Standards in their
classrooms. About ninety percent expressed interest in inservice activity
related to implementing the NCTM Standards.
Written comments on the survey expressed a wide variety of concerns.
Desire to learn more about manipulatives, calculators, and computers for
teaching math received the highest ratings. Teacher-teacher sharing showed
a comparable high rating. Issues related to math content - teacher
confidence and the curriculum — were other items of significant concern.
When asked whether they would be interested in participating in particular
workshops, 82% expressed interest in the NCTM Standards, 88% in
computers as instructional tools, and 78% in manipulatives. This survey
indicated a need for inservice instruction to help teachers leam about the
Standards

and the Professional Standards

as well as leam how to

implement these Standards in the algebra classrooms in Springfield.

Workshop Design

Based on the results of the survey, a series of seven two-hour workshops
was planned.

The workshops were planned around the concept of
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modeling the constructivist style of teaching.
NCTM Standards

They would address the

and Professional Standards and their recommendations

for the teaching of algebra. The classroom use of “Algebra Tiles,” as an
example of manipulatives, was to be taught in the constructivist style. Peer
coaching would support the implementation of new ideas and techniques in
the classroom. These workshops were scheduled to take place over a time
span of thirteen weeks beginning December second and ending March
second.

Participant Selection

All algebra teachers who responded to the survey were invited to
participate in the series of seven workshops for the express purpose of
working together to begin the implementation of the NCTM Standards in
algebra.

Ultimately twenty-three teachers began the workshops and

twenty-one completed the series.
Peer coaching is an important component of this study.

Participants

were to be paired to facilitate cooperative learning in the workshop and
mutual support in their classrooms afterward. Pairing was based on school
schedules and personal choice. Because Algebra I is taught in the eighth
grade (middle school) and in high school, participants were teachers in one
of three high schools, one alternative school, or six middle schools.

High

schools all have several sections of Algebra I, so both members of a pair
could teach at the same school. Middle schools, however, only teach one
section of Algebra I so pair members would necessarily teach in different
buildings. Teams were constituted, some working as pairs, others working
in somewhat larger groups.

The researcher met frequently with the

teacher teams to discuss their process and provide support.
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The first weeks were used to create an atmosphere of mutual trust and
support and to bring an awareness and understanding of the vision of the
Standards.

During the first workshop participants completed a short

questionnaire (shown below) about their experiences learning and teaching
algebra. Participants also submitted written reflections about the way they
were taught algebra and the way they teach.
Table 3.2
Algebra I Questionnaire
My favorite course to teach is_.
The math course that I was most successful at in secondary school was_
I took Algebra in grade_.
My Algebra I teacher was most successful in meeting the needs of:
all of the students_, the best students_, the weakest students_.
The method of teaching was primarily: lecture_, small group_, demonstration_.
I think that Algebra I is an important course for all students. Yes

or No

My primary teaching method is_.
One of my secondary teaching methods is_.
I would like to use different methods in teaching Algebra I. Yes_or No_
I would be willing to utilize resources such as calculators, computers and manipulatives
in my teaching of Algebra I. Yes_or No

Name_

School 91-92_

The researcher shared information about the Standards

and the

Professional Standards as well as what the specific needs were regarding
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the teaching and learning of Algebra I in Springfield. Discussion groups
shared feelings regarding articles about current issues in mathematics and
what some of the ways were to bring about change in the teaching and
learning of mathematics. Opportunities to work with a peer/partner were
established and support to try new instructional tools and strategies was
provided. Participants practiced the new tools with a peer/partner and then
planned classroom lessons. Opportunities for feedback and support were
frequent.

Once the participants felt comfortable with the group, the

concept of working with a partner(s) to try new instructional tools and
teaching strategies was discussed.
To help establish the extent of their interaction with their peers and
supervisors participants were asked to complete the Teacher Involvement
Survey shown below.

Table 3.3
Teacher Involvement Survey
(Your responses should reflect your situation last year.)
1) I have been teaching math: Less than ten years_ Ten years or more_
2) During the 90-91 school year I taught: Elementary_Junior high_ Senior high_
3) When I am seeking information about or guidance in matters of math
curriculum I confer with the people listed below.
Circle N, S, or O (N=Never, S=Seldom, 0=Often).
Assistant Superintendent.
N S O
Math Supervisor .
N S O
Principal .
N S O
Assistant Principal .
N S O
Department Chair .
N S O
Math Teacher in my school.
N S O
Math Teacher in another school.
N S O
Secondary Math Curriculum Committee.
N S O
Site-Based Management Team .
N S O
Other?_

Continued next page
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Table 3.3 (continued)
4) When I am seeking information about or guidance in matters of instructional
strategies I confer with the people listed below.
Circle N, S, or O (N=Never, S=Seldom, 0=Often).
Assistant Superintendent.
N S O
Math Supervisor .
N S O
Principal .
N S O
Assistant Principal .
N S O
Department Chair .
N S O
Math Teacher in my school.
N S O
Math Teacher in another school.
N S O
Secondary Math Curriculum Committee.
N S O
Site-Based Management Team.
N S O
Other? _

5) When I am implementing a new teaching idea I am likely to work with the
people listed below.
Circle N, S, or O (N=Never, S=Seldom, 0=Often).
Assistant Superintendent.
N S O
Math Supervisor .
N S O
Principal .
N S O
Assistant Principal .
N S O
Department Chair.
N S O
Math Teacher in my school.
N S O
Math Teacher in another school.
N S O
Secondary Math Curriculum Committee..
N S O
Site-Based Management Team .
N S O
Other? _

6) Teaching assignments in my school as determined by the people listed below.
Circle N, S, or O (N=Never, S=Seldom, 0=0ften).
Assistant Superintendent.
N S O
Math Supervisor .
N S O
Principal .
N S O
Assistant Principal .
N S O
Department Chair .
N S O
Department Members .
N S O
Myself .
N S O
Secondary Math Curriculum Committee..
N S O
Site-Based Management Team .
N S O
Others? _

Continued next page
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Table 3.3 (continued)
7) Teaching assignments in my school should be made by the people listed below.
Circle N, S, or O (N=Never, S=Seldom, Q=Often).
Assistant Superintendent.
Math Supervisor .
Principal .
Assistant Principal .
Department Chair .
Department Members .
Myself .
Secondary Math Curriculum Committee..
Site-Based Management Team .
Other?

N S
N S
N S
N S
N S
N S
N S
N S
N S

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

After five workshops the participants applied what they had learned,
during these workshops, in their own classrooms.

They were to pay

attention to their teaching strategies in light of the recommendations of the
Standards, and use lessons which were developed in the workshop. They
were asked to keep daily and weekly logs to record their progress. They
had already been writing reflections regarding their own teaching and
learning of Algebra I as well as their reactions to the readings. The logs
gave them an opportunity to think about working with a partner from the
perspective of sharing ideas, trying new strategies and using a support
network for learning new instructional tools. The contents of the log
checklists are included below.
Participants were to maintain portfolios containing their logs, classroom
material, examples of student work, and their own critical comments.
Teachers were also asked to collect any other evidence showing successful
constructivist teaching strategies.
Participants were interviewed by the researcher twice during the study,
once during the teaching period and once at the end. Interviews focused on
trouble-shooting, attitude assessment, and evaluation of progress toward
use of recommendations of the NCTM Standards.
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Table 3.4
Daily Log Checklist

Name_
School_

Date

Circle the best estimate of the percent of your class time spent on each type of activity. Indicate your
estimate of the effectiveness by circling N, S, A, Q, or V.
(N=Not, S=Somewhat, A=Average, Q=Quite, V=Very)
Classroom Strategy
Lecture
Class Discussion
Coop Learning
Manipulatives
Computer Software
Calculators
Other

%use
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

25
25
25
25
25
25
25

effectiveness
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

75
75
75
75
75
75
75

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

N S A
N S A
N S A
N S A
N S A
N S A
describe

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Circle the best estimate of the time (minutes) spent with your peer coach. Indicate your estimate of
the usefulness of this time by circling N,S,A,Q, or V.
(N=Not, S=Somewhat, A=Average, Q=Quite, V=Very)
Peer Coaching
In classroom
Planning
Self-Assessment
Socially
Other

Time Spent
0
0
0
0
0

15
15
15
15
15

30
30
30
30
30

45
45
45
45
45

Comments:
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Usefulness
60
60
60
60
60

N S
N S
N S
N S
describe

A
A
A
A

Q
Q
Q
Q

Table 3.5
Weekly Log
Name_
Date_
School

What new materials have you developed (used) this week?

What new procedures have you developed (used) this week?

What materials have you shared with your partner this week?

WTiat ideas have you shared with your partner this week?

Has working with your partner provided a morale boost this week?
Comments:

The workshop series ended with two sharing workshops. In one the
participants shared their experiences using new classroom strategies and
discussed the value of working in teacher-teams.

A final workshop

brought closure, asking what was learned and where do we go from here.
One last survey was completed at this workshop. The content of the Final
Survey is listed below.
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Table 3.6
Final Survey
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION
1) How many years have you been teaching Mathematics?
_Years.
2) What math course(s) do you prefer to teach?
_
3) Do you feel adequately prepared in math content for your teaching assignment?
No_ Barely_Quite_Very
4) Have you taken a math (content) course recently? Yes_ No_
If yes, what course_
5) Are you a member of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics?
Yes_No_
Do you plan to become a member? Yes_No_
6) Which students do you think should take algebra (including Algebra I parts 1 & 2)?
Only the best_
Only average and above average_
All students who want to_
All students (required course)_
THE STANDARDS
7) The NCTM has recently published Curriculum and Evaluation Standards in
Mathematics.
a) Are you aware of the Standards? Yes_ No_
b) Are you knowledgeable about the Standards'} Yes
No_
c) Have the Standards had an impact on your point of view?
Yes_No_
d) Have you begun to implement the Standards in your classes? Yes
No.
8) Please respond to the following statements regarding the NCTM Standards as they
pertain to Algebra I? Circle the extent (SD, D, U, A, SA) to which you agree with
the statements below.
(S D=strongly disagree, D=disagree, U =undecided, A=Agree, S A=strongly agree)

a)

SD
More students should be allowed to enroll in Algebra I courses.
b) Success in Algebra I is the most important gateway to opportunities
SD
for higher education and information-age careers.
c) Proficiency in computation should be a criterion for entrance
SD
into Algebra I.
d) Algebra Tiles represent an important tool for learning
SD
algebraic concepts .
e) Calculators are important tools for learning
SD
algebraic concepts.
0 Computer software packages are important tools for learning
SD
algebraic concepts.

Continued next page
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D

U

A

SA

D

U

A

SA

D

U

A

SA

D

U

A

SA

D

u

A

SA

D

u

A

SA

Table 3.6 (Continued)
g) Cooperative learning represents an important classroom strategy
for teaching algebraic concepts.
h) The traditional emphasis on lecture in algebra classrooms
should be reduced.

SD

D

U

A

SA

SD

D

U

A

SA

CLASSROOM STRATEGIES AND INSTRUCTIONAL TOOLS
9) Check all of the following teaching tools that you use fairly regularly in your
classes?
_ a) Videos
_ b) Films
_c) Calculators
_ d) Personal Computers (Apple, IBM, etc.)
_ e) Computer terminals attached to a large central computer (VAX or PDP11)
_ f) Manipulatives
_g) An overhead projector
The next two questions are asked to compare your actual teaching practice in your previous algebra class
with your expectations for your next algebra class.
10) Teaching in your previous algebra class (before this workshop):
Circle the best estimate of the percent of your class time spent using each of the
strategies and tools listed below.
Indicate your estimate of effectiveness by circling N, S, A, Q, or V.
(N=Not, S=Somewhat, A = Average, Q=Quite, V=Very)
Classroom Strategy
Lecture
Class Discussion
Coop. Learning
Other

%
0
0
0
0

use
25
25
25
25

Instructional Tools
Algebra Tiles
Computer Software
Calculators
Other

% use
0 25 50
0 25 50
0 25 50
0 25 50

50
50
50
50

75
75
75
75

75
75
75
75

100
100
100
100

effectiveness
N S
A
N S
A
N S
A
describe

Q
Q
Q

V
V
V

100
100
100
100

effectiveness
N S
A
N S
A
N
S
A
describe

Q
Q
Q

V
V
V

Continued next page
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Table 3.6 (Continued)
11) Expectations for your next algebra class (after this workshop):
Circle the best estimate of the percent of your class time spent using each of the
strategies and tools listed below.
Indicate your estimate of effectiveness by circling N, S, A, Q, or V.
(N=Not, S=Somewhat, A=Average, Q=Quite, V=Very)
Classroom Strategy
Lecture
Class Discussion
Coop. Learning
Other

0
0
0
0

% use
25 50
25 50
25 50
25 50

75
75
75
75

Instructional Tools
Algebra Tiles
Computer Software
Calculators
Other

0
0
0
0

% use
25
25
25
25

75
75
75
75

50
50
50
50

100
100
100
100

effectiveness
N
S
A
N S
A
N S
A
describe

Q
Q
Q

V
V
V

100
100
100
100

effectiveness
N
S
A
N
S
A
N
S
A
describe

Q
Q
Q

V
V
V

WORKING WITH ANOTHER TEACHER
12. What are your opinions about the effectiveness of working with a partner as a
means for implementing the NCTM Standards in algebra.
Circle the extent (SD, D, U, A, SA) to which you agree with the statements below.
(S D=strongly disagree, D=disagree, U=undecided, A=Agree, S A=strongly agree)
a) Working with a partner in this workshop has been an effective
way to learn new instructional practices.
SD
b) Our work has had a positive effect on my teaching of algebra....
SD
c) Our efforts in the reform of Algebra I should be enlarged to include
other teachers .
SD
d) We have established a cadre of teachers who can drive
the reform of algebra in the Springfield Schools.
SD
e) We should work to encourage cooperative learning in Springfield’s
algebra classrooms .
SD
0 We should work to encourage the use of calculators in Springfield’s
algebra classrooms .
SD
g) We should work to encourage teachers to use computer software
in Springfield’s algebra classrooms .
SD
h) We should work to encourage the use of Algebra Tiles in Springfield’s
algebra classrooms .
SD
i) On-going inservice education for teachers is essential if the
recommendations of the Standards are to be implemented.
SD
j) I would like to continue in-service education to support
implementation of the Standards.
SD

Continued next page
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D
D

U
U

A
A

SA
SA

D

U

A

SA

D

U

A

SA

D

U

A

SA

D

U

A

SA

D

U

A

SA

D

U

A

SA

D

U

A

SA

D

U

A

SA

Table 3.6 (Continued)
13) Evaluate the time (over the span of the workshops) spent with your partner:
Circle the best estimate of the total time (hours) spent with your partner. Indicate your
estimate of the usefulness of this time by circling N, S, A, Q, or V.
( N=Not,
S=Somewhat,
A=Average, Q=Quite, V=Very)
Working Together
In classroom
Planning
Self-Assessment
Socially
Other

Total Hours
0
6 12
0
6 12
0
6 12
0
6 12
0
6 12

Spent
18 24
18 24
18 24
18 24
18 24

Usefulness
N
S
A
Q
V
N
S
A
Q
V
N
S
A
Q
V
N
S
A
Q
V
describe_

14) In the future, when I seek information about or guidance in matters of math curriculum I plan
to confer with the people listed below.
Circle N, S, or O ( N=Never, S = Seldom, 0=0ften)
Assistant Superintendent.
N
S
Math Supervisor .
N
S
Principal .
N
S
Assistant Principal .
N
S
Department Chair .
N
S
Algebra Workshop Partner..
N
S
Math Teacher in my school.
N
S
Math Teacher in another school.
N
S
Other? _

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

15) Now when I seek information about or guidance in matters of instructional strategies I plan
to confer with the people listed below.
Circle N, S, or O ( N=Never, S = Seldom, 0=0ften)
Assistant Superintendent.
N
S
Math Supervisor .
N
S
Principal .
N
S
Assistant Principal .
N
S
Department Chair .
N
S
Algebra Workshop Partner..
N
S
Math Teacher in my school.
N
S
Math Teacher in another school.
N
S
Other? _

Continued next page
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O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

Table 3.6 (Continued)
16) When I implement a new teaching idea I intend to work with the people listed below.
Circle N, S, or O ( N =Never, S=Seldom, 0=0ften)
Assistant Superintendent.
N S
Math Supervisor .
N
S
Principal .
N S
Assistant Principal .
N S
Department Chair .
N
S
Algebra Workshop Partner..
N
S
Math Teacher in my school.
N
S
Math Teacher in another school.
N
S
Other? _

Name

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

School (91-92)

Linda Y. Abbott
Acting Director of Math and Technology
Springfield Public Schools
March 2,1992

v.
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CHAPTER IV
WORKSHOPS

Content Workshops

This study is based on a series of two-hour workshops which address the
NCTM Standards and Professional Standards and their recommendations
for the teaching of algebra. The classroom use of “Algebra Tiles,” as an
example of manipulatives, was taught in the constructivist style.

Peer

coaching supported the implementation of new ideas and techniques in the
classroom.
The introductory sessions established a comfortable supportive
atmosphere and an environment where the instructional tools were
available to support the activity taking place. Participants could question,
discuss, investigate and

conjecture.

Issues

and information were

presented through group projects, individual investigations, video
presentations, and cooperative learning activities.

The majority of the

participants had basically only “heard” of the Standards and were teaching
in the traditional style similar to the way they had been taught.

The

readings, the data on the lack of success of many of our urban students, and
the discussions which followed led to a readiness to try new instructional
tools and alternate teaching strategies.

The participants began to

understand the message of the Standards in terms of the critical role of
algebra as a gatekeeper for further success in mathematics and the impact
on urban students, especially females and minorities, who do not take
algebra.

The atmosphere was one of collegial support and encouragement.

There was no hesitation to share feelings of frustration as well as
excitement.
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Workshop 1. December 2. 1991: Background

I introduced myself and welcomed the participants to this series of
workshops. I was surprised and delighted to see twenty-three Algebra I
teachers. These teachers represented four middle schools, one K-8 magnet
school, three senior high schools and one alternative high school.

The

ninth grade of one of the high schools is currently located in a different
building due to overcrowded conditions at the high school. The building in
which it is located also houses one grade eight level.

The magnet middle

school for talented and gifted students had five math teachers participating
in the workshops.

The intent of this first

workshop was to create an

environment and atmosphere where Algebra I teachers would feel
comfortable.

Although we used a classroom for our meeting site, we

moved the chairs to create a more appropriate setting for discussion.

Each

school represented received a copy of the Standards and the Professional
Standards. Each participant received an executive summary of each and the
NCTM Handbook for 91-92.

A brief questionnaire, Algebra I

Questionnaire, was given to the participants. An introductory presentation
of the highlights of the teaching and learning of secondary mathematics,
and how the NCTM evolved in the 1920s, led to discussion about the “New
Math” and the “Back to Basics” movements and how teachers were
skeptical about new trends in mathematics. The researcher began a
discussion about the learning and teaching of Algebra I by sharing some
personal experiences, and participants were given an opportunity to share
their personal experiences in the learning and teaching of mathematics,
especially Algebra I. The participants were asked to write summaries of
reflections about their learning of Algebra I, and how they saw themselves
as teachers of Algebra I. At the close of the workshop participants were
also asked to bring their teaching schedules so future visits with the
researcher could be conveniently scheduled.
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Workshop 2, December 9, 1991: The Standards and Algebra

The workshop opened with a presentation by the researcher about the
overall framework of the Standards. Particular sections of the Standards
were assigned for reading and reflection in preparation

for future

discussions. Opportunities were given to discuss the NCTM Standards and
Professional Standards and the NCTM Goals.

Each participant received a folder with selected readings. This first set
of readings provided evidence for the need for improved strategies for
teaching algebra.

These research articles supported the importance of

Algebra I, demonstrated a systematic exclusion of many students from
algebra, and revealed a disproportionate lack of success in this course.
The bibliography of these articles follows:
Berman, B., & Friederwitzer, F. (1989). Algebra can be elementary ... when it’s
concrete. Arithmetic Teacher. 36(8). 21-24.
Crosswhite, J. F., Dossey, J. A., & Frye, S. M. (1989). NCTM Standards for school
mathematics: visions for implementation. Mathematics Teacher. 82(8). 664-671.
Davis, S. M., & Tracy, D. M. (1989). Females in mathematics: erasing a gender
related math myth. Arithmetic Teacher. 37(4). 8-11.
Frye, S. M. (1989). The NCTM Standards - challenges for all classrooms. Arithmetic
Teacher. 36(9). 4-7.
Hadley, W. S. (1990). NCTM’s Standards, curriculum reform, and high school
mathematics teachers. Mathematics Teacher. 83(7). 510-512.
Flirsch, C. R., & Schoen, H. L. (1989). A core curriculum for grades 9-12.
Mathematics Teacher. 82(9), 696-701.
Hitch, C. (1990). “How can I get others to implement the standards? I’m just a
teacher!”. Arithmetic Teacher. 37(9). 2-4.
Mumme, J. (1989). Tracking is inconsistent with the standards. Arithmetic Teacher,
36(8), 6.
Pejouhy, N. H. (1990). Teaching math for the 21st century. Phi Delta Kappan, 72(1),
76-78.
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Silver, E. A., & Smith, M. S. (1990). Teaching mathematics and thinking.
Arithmetic Teacher. 22(8), 34-37.
Thompson, C. S., & Rathmell, E. C. (1988). NCTM’s standards for school
mathematics, K-12. Arithmetic Teacher. 35(9), 17-19.

Each participant was also asked to keep a file folder and place in the
folder examples of student work in Algebra I that presented interesting
insights (non traditional) ways of problem solving, challenges to teachers
helping students leam a topic, and other samples of student work that could
be shared with the group.

Teachers were encouraged to keep notes on

interesting lesson activities and any anecdotes that would benefit our
discussion of the teaching and learning of Algebra I. The teachers were
asked to write reflections in response to the research articles they read and
be ready to share these in the small group settings.

Workshop 3. December 16. 1991: Algebra Tiles
Participants discussed their readings and how we might work together
to address the message of the Standards

and the message in the research

articles. They discussed issues such as equity in mathematics and how it has
been acceptable for too long not to be good in mathematics. There was a
great deal of frustration

to the reaction that comes when in social

occasions we are asked what we do and what the response is when we say “I
am a mathematics teacher.” Why is it so acceptable to say “Oh, I was never
good in mathematics and neither are my children.” These same people
often get tutors for their sons and not their daughters. The disparity of
options for women and minority students was discussed. The group felt
that more must be done to assure that options be available for all students
and that the disparity of success for females and minorities be addressed.
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Statistical data about Springfield students and their low level of success
in Algebra I was presented and discussed. This data was contained in the
Springfield Public Schools Marks Distribution.

It showed for example,

that at one high school where 409 students took Algebra I, that there were
191 Fs and 58 Ds. Participants pointed out some of the impediments to
student success which included lack of preparation of the students,
improper placement of students, scheduling conflicts and the fact that
success in Algebra I was often not seen as important.
The NCTM video Algebra I for Everyone was shown. The group was
broken up into five small groups to discuss the video, the Standards, and
the research articles. The groups were asked to have a facilitator and also
a recorder in each group.

The recorder

would be responsible for

summarizing the discussion for the whole group.

Lively discussion

occurred in the groups. Some focused on one particular article or issue
while others divided their time equally between the video, the Standards
and the articles. The groups all wanted to spend more time in small group
discussions.
When the large group reconvened the recorders were asked to
summarize the small group discussions. One group spent a great deal of
time discussing the video and how the teacher really was serving more as a
facilitator than a “teacher.” It appeared that a great deal of preparation
goes into planning a hands-on lesson and using cooperative learning. It was
clear that it was not a case of an easy lesson for the teacher as it is
sometimes thought—just group the kids and let them work on something.
Instead it requires careful planning.
learning was a strategy worth trying.

They suggested that cooperative
Another group focused their

discussion on Mumme’s article Tracking is Inconsistent with the Standards.
That group felt that tracking was beneficial for some of the more able
students.
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During the second half of this workshop a hands-on learning experience
with Algebra Tiles was presented. Algebra Tiles on an overhead projector
were used for the presentation, and the teacher/participants used their own
student sets of Algebra Tiles. A lesson was modeled in which the students
were actively involved in the learning experience. The group worked in
pairs. There was a great deal of enthusiasm for the Algebra Tiles activity
and its potential for use with their students.

Each participant was given a

set of Algebra Tiles for the Overhead Projector as well as student sets.
Discussion followed about the various ways in which the Tiles might be
used.

The teachers

were asked to read the instructor’s booklet and to

begin to plan a lesson for their fellow teachers. Participants were asked to
try to think about the Standards and the ideas of constructivist teaching as
they planned their lesson.

How can they create environments which

encourage students (their peer participants in this case) to explore,
conjecture, communicate, reason, and apply mathematical ideas?
Opportunities to discuss ways to implement constructivist teaching
followed.
Participants were asked to find a partner from their building or from
another building in the case of the middle school teachers. They were
instructed to contact the researcher if they wanted assistance. They were to
get together during the next three weeks to work on a lesson and create a
learning environment appropriate for constructivist learning.

Workshop 4. January 6. 1992: Calculators and Computers

The fourth workshop was devoted to the investigation of the use of
calculators and computers as tools for instruction in Algebra I.

The

computer lab used for this workshop consists of twenty-two Apple II
computers with a variety of software.

Participants were given the

opportunity to look at software packages written exclusively for algebra as
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well as AppleWorks, and the CAMP software. The NCTM booklet How
to Use The Spreadsheet as a Tool in the Secondary School Mathematics
Classroom

by William J. Masalski was also presented as a resource.

Participants were asked to work in their teacher pairs to plan the utilization
of technology in their classrooms.

They were also asked to write their

reflections on one of the software packages and how it could be used in the
learning of Algebra I.
A set of research articles was passed out to the participants and, as in the
other weeks, written comments on the articles were requested.

The

bibliography of this set of articles follows:
Baker, D., Edwards, R., & Marshall, C. (1990). Teaching about exponents with
calculators. Arithmetic Teacher. 38(11. 38-40.
Brown, S. (1990). Integrating manipulates and computers in problem-solving
experiences. Arithmetic Teacher. 38(21. 8-10.
Colburn, T. (1987). How to teach mathematics using a calculator. Reston, VA:
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.
Harvey, J. G. (1991). Using calculators in mathematics changes testing. Arithmetic
Teacher. 38(7). 52-54.
Heid, M. K. (1990). Uses of technology in prealgebra and beginning algebra.
Mathematics Teacher. £2(3), 194-198.
Higgins, J. L. (1990). Calculators and common sense. Arithmetic Teacher. 37(71. 4-5.
Joyner, J. M. (1990). Using manipulatives successfully. Arithmetic Teacher. 38(2).
6-7.
Kamp, D. (1989). Tips for management of manipulatives. Arithmetic Teacher. 36(5).
17-18.
Masalski, W. J. (1990). How to use the spreadsheet as a tool in the secondary school
mathematics classroom. Reston, VA: National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.

Participants were asked whether they needed calculators for their
students.

Calculators were provided for those who needed them.

computer was found for one of the participating teachers.
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A

The NCTM booklet How to Teach Mathematics Using a Calculator was
made available as a resource.

Participants were given opportunities to

share successful lessons using calculators and computers. There was a lot
of enthusiasm as they began to access the power of technology to increase
the understanding of mathematics for their students. Participants shared
ideas on using calculators for estimation and problem solving. Participants
expressed concern as to how administrators and parents would support
allowing students to use calculators.
Participants were asked to bring their reflections on Algebra Tiles peer
lessons to the next (fifth) workshop on January 27, 1992.
To help validate the peer supervision model, the participants completed
a survey designed to determine who they seek guidance from in the
processes of curriculum change, development of new teaching strategies
and the assignment of teaching schedules.

Workshop 5. January 27. 1992: Classroom Strategies

During this fifth workshop teachers shared their experiences--how they
had worked with their partner to leam Algebra Tiles, conducted a lesson
with Algebra Tiles with their partner, and
students.

planned

lessons for their

There was discussion about the experiences which included the

concern for how these types of lessons require more preparation,
management,

and time.

However, the overall reaction was that if the

lessons helped the students understand and students begin to take control
over their learning and feel better about mathematics, then it was well
worth it.
The type of supervision called peer supervision was explained.
Information was made available about the use of the clinical supervision
model. A video was

made available in which the
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researcher used this

model to work with a math teacher in one of Springfield’s middle schools.
Plans for peer supervision during the teaching period were presented.
Each pair of teachers, in conjunction with the researcher, developed
goals for classroom implementation of techniques learned in the workshop.
As teachers began to work with their peer/partner they were asked to
maintain daily log checklists and a weekly log checklist. These logs served
to identify the kinds of activities being conducted by the teachers to
implement the vision of the Standards, and the impact of working with a
peer/partner. A summary of the logs is presented in the Findings chapter.
The participants were asked to bring two weeks of the daily and weekly
logs to the sixth workshop on February 10th. In addition, the participants
were asked to bring written descriptions of the experience of using peer
supervision as a vehicle to try out a new teaching strategy during this two
week period. More research articles were passed out including those on
cooperative learning. See the bibliography below:

Artzt, A. F., & Newman, C. M. (1990). Cooperative learning. Mathematics Teacher.
83(6), 448-452.
Belsky, N. A. (1990). Manipulatives: Are they worth the time, money, and effort?
New England Mathematics Journal. 22(2). 22-27.
Demana, F., & Waits, B. K. (1988). Manipulative algebra--the culprit or the
scapegoat? Mathematics Teacher. 81(5). 332-334.
Kysh, J. (1991). Implementing the Curriculum and Evaluation Standards: First-Year
Algebra. Mathematics Teacher. 84(9). 715-721.

Work in the Schools

Participants applied their experience during the first five workshops in
their own classrooms.

They were to pay attention to their teaching

strategies in light of the recommendations of the Standards, and use lessons
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which were developed in the workshops.

Some teachers maintained

portfolios containing classroom material, examples of student work, and
their own critical comments.

These portfolios generally contained

evidence that there are many students, well along in algebra class, who
demonstrate continuing confusion about basic algebraic concepts.
Participants were generally convinced that algebra teachers must begin
to teach differently from the beginning, assisting students to connect ideas
and construct their own knowledge, instead of expecting mere
memorization of facts and procedures.

Workshops for Sharing

Workshop 6. February 10. 1992: Participant Sharing

This workshop provided an opportunity for all participants to share
their experiences.

Each teacher was to bring written material representing

one of his/her successful lessons. This was to include an activity schedule,
a list of instructional tools (calculators, manipulatives, computer software),
classroom handouts, and anecdotes.

Participants brought detailed lesson

plans, an explanation of their teaching, and an evaluation of new teaching
strategies they used. There was enthusiasm to share experiences using new
teaching strategies.

The strategy most frequently used was that of

cooperative learning.

The readings cited success and increased motivation

in using this strategy. The video Algebra for Everyone plus the associated
materials and additional handouts provided motivation to try this new
strategy. By this time the participants had worked with their peer partner
to plan a lesson using Algebra Tiles as well as tools such as calculators and
computers. They were generally pleased with the results.
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Workshop 7. March 2. 1992: Final Assessment

Participants brought recommendations concerning continued sharing.
During this workshop the participants assessed classroom effectiveness of
new strategies and effectiveness of the workshops. Answers were sought
for several important questions.

Has the peer coaching model been

effective in improving instructional practice?

Have we had a positive

effect on the teaching of Algebra I? Should the efforts in the reform of
Algebra I be enlarged to include other teachers? Have we established a
cadre of teachers who can drive the reform? What issues should receive
attention?
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CHAPTER V
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

Findings

This study examined teacher attitudes about the teaching of algebra,
their reactions to articles about current research in mathematics education,
and their response to Algebra Tiles as a tool for teaching algebra.

It

checked the level of their involvement with their peers and their
supervisors. The use of particular teaching strategies (lecture, discussion,
and cooperative learning) and teaching materials (computer software,
calculators, and manipulatives) was mapped from the participants’ daily
logs.

Learning and Teaching Algebra

The researcher was curious to find out if Algebra teachers tended to
teach the way they were taught. The participants were asked to share in the
workshop what they could remember about the way they were taught
Algebra I and if they felt it had been successful for them. The participants
also submitted written reflections regarding their experience teaching and
learning Algebra I. In some cases the teachers stated that they teach the
way they were taught.

I believe that the way I was taught was by lecture, demonstration and
drill, not too unlike the method I use now.
What I remember about my algebra class is that the teacher would
demonstrate the concept and I with the class would reproduce it. The
teacher would start the class by going over the homework and then
explain the new material. We the class would try problems on our own
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following how the teacher did it on the board. We would go over it,
then we would start our homework.
Others were less comfortable with their experience teaching algebra.
Everyone seemed to be dissatisfied with their experiences with teaching
algebra and would like to find a better way to teach algebra. It seems
that most teach in the traditional lecture method and are looking for a
better method. This is expressed by the number of teachers who
enrolled in this workshop and would like to improve their teaching.
Some believe that the teaching method is not so much an issue as is
appropriate student placement and student commitment.
I believe that the major difference [then and now] was in the student and
his/her fear of, or respect for, the teacher. Classroom disruptions by
students were rare. The teacher was able to spend most of his/her class
time teaching. The students were basically self motivated and took
pleasure in discovering something new.
We had a feeling of
accomplishment and felt good about decent grades. Many of these
positive attitudes are missing today among many of the students I
encounter.
When classes were based on ability and teacher recommendation, they
were fun to teach. The students became involved in the teaching
experience and the depth of material covered and comprehension
increased. Too many times students were entered into the algebra
classes by the counselors after several weeks or even at the end of the
marking period. Lack of basic skills and understanding of basic
arithmetic properties have been two of the more difficult areas to
overcome. Problem solving is also extremely difficult to teach. As
many students are tuned out as soon as they see a word problem, getting
them to even try is often a serious challenge. The ability to recognize
key words and concepts within the problem adds to the difficulty. With
many students over the years, the lack of willingness to put in the time
is also a major problem. Incomplete homework or homework not even
attempted is common for many of the students. There are many
students who will not even extend the effort to make up tests or quizzes
missed due to absences.
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Reactions to Research Articles About the Standards
The disparity of options for women and minority students was
discussed. The group felt that more must be done to assure options be
available for all students and that the disparity of success for females and
minorities be addressed.

There was a

great deal of discussion on the

female/male issue in mathematics. There was ample reaction to the article
Females in Mathematics :
The problem is deeper than the need for students to do more research
on women in mathematics. It is the attitude in the home, in society and
some of the teachers.
Many of the elementary (mostly women) teachers are afraid of math.
Girls do not want to be labeled as smart. Boys feel threatened by smart
girls so girls do not work up to their abilities.
We need more elementary and middle school teachers who are adept at
and interested in math to serve as role models for younger girls. We
also need more female teachers at the high school teaching precalculus
and calculus.
When I was a senior in high school taking trigonometry even though the
entire class was college bound, the math teacher only showed the boys in
our class how to use the slide rule. She gave us the females, other
assignments to do. Through the years, I have heard many parents,
teachers and other intelligent people remark, “I am no good in math. I
can’t do math now and I never could do well in that subject”. In front
of their children these same people will state that is why their child can’t
achieve in math. Teenage girls often equate success in math with a loss
of being “feminine” or looking like a “nerd”. These kinds of myths
must be eliminated.
I agree with this article that having more female role models and
studying about famous female mathematicians is one way of attracting
females to the field of mathematics. But I still think that many females
would rather stay at home and raise their families than pursue any
career not just mathematics. I think more and more women are
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becoming less anxious about mathematics as more women are taking
care of household finances. I also think that our society still encourages
the traditional role of the female as wife and mother. Many of the
engineering colleges have just recently started accepting females.
Our society has ignored the accomplishments of women in mathematics.
We must work to increase the opportunities for students to see
successful women in mathematics.

The article which generated the most response is entitled Tracking is
Inconsistent with the Standards.

Tracking is currently an issue of deep

concern to the teachers in Springfield. The tension between the need to
give everyone access to algebra with appropriate resources for building
understanding,

and the desire to give support to the talented and well

prepared is very real and deeply felt.
I feel that this [tracking] is being misunderstood and misinterpreted.
Counselors are starting to put special education students and very low
ability students in an algebra class without any preparation. This will
cause the brighter students to be bored and stop performing up to their
ability. I do feel strongly that minority students and females must be
encouraged and helped to be more successful in mathematics.
I feel that this is a very controversial topic. It appears that we always
try to blame the teacher, society etc. Tracking too early is bad but
students must master certain skills to proceed. Equal opportunity YES
but there is no guarantee to success without effort.
It seems as though there are many obstacles to changing teaching
strategies. Cooperative groups with heterogeneous groups in an inner
city school are very challenging. Sometimes I have students who would
rather work alone or agree to group work only because grades are
involved.
While tracking may be detrimental to the lower ability students, it
certainly is not harmful to the academic achievement of brighter
students. Ability grouping is needed to meet the needs of all of the
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students. Cooperative learning can result in the brighter students
tutoring the lower ability students. Are we looking at academic issues
or social issues?
Several teachers pointed out the difference between tracking to assure
academic continuity and tracking which excludes for inappropriate reasons.
I think that some tracking is necessary for the advanced levels. But I
feel that proficiency should not be a prerequisite to pursue courses such
as Algebra I.
I agree with the author who suggests that the learning process is so
complex that classifying students by ability harms their real potential.
Students are often classified by using computational proficiency as the
only basis for labeling student ability. Initially it was felt that grouping
by ability would help lower ability students to catch up but it has been
found out that they get further behind. These are frequently minority
students and those with low income backgrounds. Small group learning
in which students work together appears to be an effective way to deal
with students with differing abilities.
All students need access to a challenging curriculum and also will
achieve when they are successful.
Mathematics teachers often equate teaching mathematics with teaching
thinking.

Response to the article Teaching Mathematics and Thinking

showed that it reached a receptive audience.
I have thought a lot about the quote “Students are taught to calculate
with numbers but not to think in numerical quantities.” It makes me
wonder if I think in the numerical quantities as the author thinks of it.
Of course, if you asked me, I would say that I do. Maybe if you asked
the students, they would not only say they do, but would be able to
demonstrate it. Also, the identified features of higher level thinking in
the article is a good guideline. Such a simple discussion of the problem
that illustrates how you could pose it as either an application or as an
algorithm or as a lead-in to higher level thinking is helpful to start
setting your mind to always look for that way to introduce higher level
skills.
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Students are frequently resistant to methods that require them to think.
They want formulas and rules. They resent explaining their thinking
process.
Teachers and textbooks are not emphasizing thinking skills in math. We
need more calculators and computers with the time to use them. We
need to DE-emphasize getting the right answer to one problem rather
discovering methods for solving similar problems. The author’s
statement that all kids need thinking skills not just the bright ones is
very true. I have had some experience working with Chapter One
students and thinking skills in both math and reading and it can be done!
Teaching for the 21st Century brought not only the issue of higher order
thinking into focus, but also the issue of teacher preparation.

We need to be sure that elementary math teachers receive appropriate
training to begin the reform process in the early grades. The teachers
are so isolated in their buildings that they do not have opportunities to
share ideas even with the other math teachers in their buildings. The
standardized tests must change too. There is still emphasis on
computation and not much on problem solving.
The author has put her finger on a major problem in teaching higher
order thinking skills especially at the elementary level but also to some
extent at the middle and high school levels also. Teachers often have
very poor backgrounds in mathematics and do not feel comfortable with
the higher level skills. They cannot teach what they do not understand.
We need to teach teachers (especially elementary teachers) math before
they begin teaching others.
The three year core curriculum is the most fundamental change
recommended by the Standards. A common body of mathematics that
all students should study. The difference between the new way to study
is the manner in which the subjects are treated. Ways are shown as to
how a basic topic can be taught to varying ability students as opposed to
just giving lesser ability students general math. All students should have
opportunities to study algebra, geometry, trigonometry and statistics,
probability and discrete mathematics.
Students must be prepared
differently in the middle school to be ready for these topics in high
school. It is time for reform in mathematics. Teacher education must
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support this reform. It is our responsibility as educators to prepare our
students with the skills necessary to be productive citizens for an
information society. WE must make use of the technology and use
calculators and computers as tools for instruction.

Reactions to Using Algebra Tiles

Participants passed in their initial reaction to using Algebra Tiles with
their peer/partner. Comments include:
Algebra Tiles could be used to show addition and subtraction of signed
numbers. The way to model zero is wonderful and really helps when
teaching subtraction.
I used the Tiles to demonstrate addition/subtraction and combining
terms in polynomials.
I like the opportunity to use concrete representation of algebraic ideas
and feel it is worthwhile. The placing of students into groups is also
beneficial and can add to the matter of concepts. It is a very interesting
way to make concepts more understandable. I am using multiplication
of two binomials as my lesson.
I can see that these concrete examples can ease the learning process to
abstract thinking. I will plan a lesson showing multiplication of a
monomial times a binomial.

Participants worked with their peer partner to plan a lesson using Algebra
Tiles as well as tools such as calculators and computers.

They were

generally pleased with the results.
I hoped that the Algebra Tiles would help with the understanding for
the students who were having difficulty and would add some interest to
the more able students. I paired the students trying to put a less
experienced student with more experienced student, keeping in mind
personalities and work habits. One student in each pair was to be a
recorder and the other would use the tiles. They would switch half way.
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There were twenty-nine students in the class. I introduced the activity
modeling the use of the Tiles on the overhead projector. The students
were able to grasp addition and the zero principle very quickly. I feel
that it was a positive experience and I will use the Tiles again with my
classes. I have used the tiles to model subtraction, multiplication and
division and it seemed to lead to more understanding of the concept.
After our readings and discussions on cooperative learning, I decided to
try it out in doing review exercises. This usually involved asking a
student to explain what he/she did or if no student was successful in
getting the problem, then I would write the problem out on the
overhead. Using the cooperative learning model for these review
exercises, it was found to be a better method. The students were
figuring out their own solutions, explaining their thinking and methods
to their peers and correcting each other’s errors. I feel they have a
better understanding by doing the work in groups.
My partner and I got our classes together and divided them into pairs.
We reviewed the Algebra Tiles lesson we had previously done and
continued with multiplying binomials. The response of the students
was very positive and they were attentive to the activity as well as very
seriously working to understand. Working in pairs seemed to have
good results as well. All said they thought it was helpful and liked the
lesson. One especially weak student said he thought he understood
everything better. Others said the same.

Involvement with Peers and Supervisors

Results of the Teacher Involvement Survey indicate that these teachers
most often consult fellow teachers. Teachers thought the importance of
supervisors in these matters generally diminished as position in the
traditional supervisory hierarchy increased. For example, teachers were
inclined to seek guidance in matters of math curriculum from a department
chair instead of an assistant superintendent. Responses indicated that the
principal’s role in assignment of teaching schedule should be diminished,
and there should be increased participation by department members, the
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department chair, and the math supervisor.

These attitudes point to a

potential inherent in teacher-teacher sharing as a change agent. A teacher’s
comment on the Final Survey reflects a typical response to working with a
peer.
Hearing from other peer teachers the same concerns and experiences
that you have makes you feel good about all these years you have been
struggling with the same problems. Working with another teacher was
a great experience. My partner and I worked together several times
which helped both of us by learning from each other, as well as it
motivated the students to work better by seeing a team of teachers
working together. It is always good to be among math teachers!
Teaching Strategies and Materials

Daily log checklists were kept by the participants for four weeks after
the content workshops. A graph of weekly class time percentages, Figure
5.1, does not show major shifts in teaching strategies during this time
period.
An obvious peak in the cooperative learning curve at week two is
probably caused by encouragement to try a new teaching strategy and tell
about it in the next workshop.

Cooperative learning tends to be student

centered whereas discussion tends to be teacher directed. Class discussion,
not lecture, is the favorite category of classroom strategy.
percentages for instructional tools are graphed in Figure 5.2.
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Class time

Teaching Strategies

50%

o Lecture

■ Discussion

♦ Coop Learning

Use of Teaching Strategies by Percent
Figure 5.1

Instructional Tools

50%

o Manipulatives

■ Computer Software

♦ Calculators

Use of Instructional Tools by Percent
Figure 5.2
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The time spent using calculators, initially quite large, slowly declined as
interest in Algebra Tiles increased. The least amount of class time was
spent using computer software and no tendency is apparent. Participants
showed enthusiasm for using computer software for algebra instruction
during the workshop at Central Academy’s computer lab. Unfortunately
few of these teachers have access to adequate computer resources. One
high school teacher who had one computer in her classroom found it
particularly useful for investigating graphing.

No early logs were kept so no judgment could be made from logs about
the direct effects of the content workshops which preceded the four weeks
of classroom experimentation. Daily tendencies may be seen in Figures 5.3
to 5.8. Lecture peaks early in the week, manipulatives become popular by
midweek, and computer software is used most on Friday.

Lecture
50%

Use of Lecture by Percent
Figure 5.3
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50%

5qo/

Class Discussion

Cooperative Learning

Use of Cooperative Learning by Percent
Figure 5.5
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A sharp increase in the use of manipulatives occurred during week
three, which was the week after Workshop 6: Participant Sharing. In this
workshop teachers became collectively excited as they shared their
experiences with cooperative learning.

Apparently hearing about the

successes of others inspired many teachers to make more use of
manipulatives.

50%

Manipulatives
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50%

Calculators

Computer Software
50%

Use of Computer Software by Percent
Figure 5.8
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Questions Answered

-Can the peer coaching approach be an effective mechanism for changing
entrenched teaching styles?
-Can the peer coaching approach change teaching from an isolated activity
to a more collaborative and collegial experience?
-Can practice in the constructivist teaching approach create more positive
teacher attitudes toward the teaching of Algebra I?
-Do teachers see positive learning outcomes and/or student attitude
changes?
-Can the recommendations of the Standards be implemented in an urban
school system?

Peer Coaching and Teaching Styles

The peer coaching approach may be an effective mechanism for
changing entrenched teaching styles. Participants were asked to compare
their own classroom practices before and after the workshops.

On the

average, they thought their lecture time in class had decreased from 46% to
25%, and their use of cooperative learning had increased from 16% to
43%. The use of class time with Algebra Tiles was seen to have increased
from 4% (no one knew about them) to 28% (everybody tried them), and
the time using calculators was thought to increase from an average of 20%
to an average of 48%.

When results from a pre-workshop Survey of

Secondary Math Teachers, were compared with results from the Final
Survey, the number of participants who said they use calculators regularly
changed from 80% to 90% and the number who use manipulatives
regularly changed from 45% to 60%.
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Peer Coaching and Collegiality

A peer coaching approach can change teaching from an isolated activity
to a more collaborative and collegial experience. Although an attempt was
made to form partnering pairs, larger groups coalesced generally
comprising participants teaching in the same school.

There were

exceptions, but in general the teachers expressed satisfaction with increased
interaction with other teachers.
Working with another teacher was a great experience. My partner and I
worked together several times which helped both of us by learning from
each other, as well as it motivated the students to work better by seeing
a team of teachers working together. It is always good to be among
math teachers!

Attitudinal surveys given at the fourth and at the final workshops show
a definite increase in desire to work with others who share interest in
mathematics education.

In matters of curriculum the percentage of

participants who said they seek information and guidance often from their
math supervisor changed from 30% to 90%, those asking department
chairs increased from 50% to 75%, and those asking another teacher in
their school remained a constant 75%. Very few sought information from
non-math supervisors, and that pattern changed very little.

Participants

showed similar changes in attitude responding to questions about matters of
instructional strategy and teaching ideas. The percentage of participants
who said they seek information and guidance about instructional strategies
often from their math supervisor changed from 15% to 70%, those asking
department chairs increased from 55% to 70%, and those asking another
teacher in their school increased from 60% to 75%.
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Constructivist Teaching

The workshops modeled constructivist teaching by encouraging
participants to build their own understanding.

For example, teachers

learned about Algebra Tiles by finding their own solutions to problems
posed by the researcher. They were also given open ended problems to
investigate using computer software.

Participants were encouraged to

modify their own teaching styles to support constructivist learning in their
classrooms.

Practice in the constructivist teaching approach may well

create more positive teacher attitudes toward the teaching of Algebra I.
This turned out to be a moot point however. Workshop participants were
already enthusiastic about teaching Algebra I. Many expressed their love
of algebra quite directly.
The algebra class has always been my one and highest class. It has been
my breath of fresh air in a day of general math in the trenches.... I
love teaching algebra and I have integrated algebra into my general
math classes.
I took algebra for the first time in the tenth grade. I do not remember
much about the teacher’s style, but the fact that I loved it since the
beginning makes me think that he did a good job. I remember having
lots of fun just sitting down to solve problems.
I distinctly remember my Algebra I teacher in grade 9. It was nearly
40 years ago so I do not remember all the details but I do remember the
man, the room, and the way the room looked. I loved math from then
on so he must have made a distinct impression on me.
However, I do know that I always loved algebra (unlike geometry) and
look for algebraic solutions to many problems. It would seem I must
have been turned on in Algebra I, perhaps by the subject itself, rather
than the teacher, text, room etc..
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Positive Learning Outcomes

Teachers see positive learning outcomes and/or student attitude changes
as a result of altering their teaching styles. After completing an assignment
to try a new teaching strategy for two weeks, teachers were enthusiastic
about sharing their experiences.

Cooperative learning was the strategy

most frequently used.
Participants noticed changes in the process of learning.
I have to say that they did very good work and I overheard
conversations that lead me to believe that the students learned from one
another. It was hard for the more able students to explain in words how
they thought and figured things out as they explained it to the less able
students. They struggled and did a good job.
After our readings and discussions on cooperative learning, I decided to
try it out in doing review exercises. This usually involved asking a
student to explain what he/she did or if no student was successful in
getting the problem, then I would write the problem out on the
overhead. Using the cooperative learning model for these review
exercises, it was found to be a better method. The students were
figuring out their own solutions, explaining their thinking and methods
to their peers and correcting each other’s errors. I feel they have a
better understanding by doing the work in groups.
The conscious use of cooperative learning reminded these teachers that
when students work together and challenge each other’s answers (instead of
the teacher’s), the social dynamics change.
The process [cooperative learning] worked very well. The students did
a lot of discussing - what and why. It did however, take a longer time
than expected considering that within each group, there was not much
disagreement about answers. An interesting outcome resulted when
there was disagreement between the two groups on the first problem.
The girls automatically assumed they were wrong and the boys assumed
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they were right! Actually it was just the opposite—the girls were
correct. This is all part of the “gender issue” in math that develops in
middle school.
Several teachers were surprised at the effectiveness of the cooperative
learning approach.
I did a cooperative learning approach to do a section in the factoring
chapter. The result was that the students did the best on this section that
I have ever experienced. The only down side is that it took a day longer
to complete the section.
The use of Algebra Tiles manipulatives will now become an important
component in my teaching of Algebra I, for classes with low academic
abilities in mathematics. The result of using these Tiles has shown an
increased interest and a faster understanding of the concepts being
taught that has led to a better performance by most of the students.
By the end of the week the students had learned to work together. More
work was done by this class in one week than in the entire previous
marking period! Two things are now happening. Some students are
doing work and feeling comfortable about it. A few students are not
fully participating and are relying on others.
Implementation of the Standards

The recommendations of the Standards can be implemented in an urban
school system. Although time series research is necessary to confirm the
efficacy of peer supervision as a medium for implementation of the
Standards, this study supports the contention.

Out of forty-five people

teaching Algebra I in the Springfield Public Schools, twenty-three chose to
participate in a workshop series emphasizing the Standards.
Twenty-one teachers completed the workshops and tried unfamiliar
teaching techniques and materials in their classrooms. Most participants
worked successfully with a partner. Through these workshops the number
of participants who knew about the Standards increased from 80% to
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100%, and the number who felt knowledgeable about the Standards
changed from 45% to 95%. Whereas 50% indicated that they had started to
implement the Standards in their classrooms before the series of
workshops, after the workshops 85% said they had begun to implement the
recommendations of the Standards. Closure statements written at the final
workshop show the participants’ sense of optimism about implementation
of the Standards in Springfield. These quotes show that teachers feel more
involved, less isolated, and empowered to make change.
I enjoyed the workshop experience and found a number of useful ideas
and have had fun utilizing some. Other ideas I will try in the near
future. It is nice to have a chance to talk to and share ideas with other
department members. It is helpful to understand their positions and
problems and it is interesting to see we often have some of the same
problems. Hopefully some of the changes we have discussed can happen
city wide. In our building we went to our principal to request more
time with our Algebra I students. Our middle school has very short
class periods. She has agreed with our request and we will now have
double sessions in math. This should work much better. A workshop
like this helps put more life and sparkle into our classes and helps us
keep in touch with each other and gives us an opportunity to experiment
with new ideas.
The workshop has enabled me to try manipulatives with the assistance
and input of another teacher. The workshop was a stimulus to try other
things and to see how they worked out. The workshop sessions were
helpful to see what others did and were doing and how they worked.
There were chances for input into the city wide math curriculum. I was
glad to see greater emphasis on algebra and prealgebra but with a need
for preparedness and support. There was a chance to get a greater
understanding of the NCTM Standards with a group of algebra
teachers. The readings were VERY informative and a good way to
stimulate interest and understanding of the NCTM reform in general as
well as current problems and innovations. Working with a partner is an
INVALUABLE way to try new things in the classroom. There is far
greater success than “going it” alone. It was also nice to have someone
to listen and hear and identify with us in considering many of the issues
all of us teachers face continuously.
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The workshop was useful because it got me started working in some
areas that I had thought about, but kept putting off doing anything
about. The readings were interesting and the workshop was valuable
because it helped to distribute information and start discussion that is
necessary in order to make effective changes. I would like to see more
discussion and work on the algebra and prealgebra curriculum. If the
Standards are going to be incorporated in the classroom, changes will be
needed and this type of workshop is a good forum for discussion about
the kinds of things that need to be done. I am happy to see teachers
involved in the early stages of evaluation and change and I hope that
teachers will stay a part of the discussions.
I believe that the workshop for Algebra I was very successful from my
perspective. I have learned various new techniques that I have not used
before in teaching Algebra I that are now being implemented in my
curriculum. The use of Algebra Tiles manipulatives will now become
an important component in my teaching of Algebra I, for classes with
low academic abilities in mathematics. The result of using these Tiles
has shown an increased interest and a faster understanding of the
concepts being taught that has led to a better performance by most of
the students. Also with allowing students to use calculators anytime in
the teaching of Algebra I, calculator use has had some positive results in
students making fewer common arithmetic errors in their work.
The workshop was very worthwhile. It was nice to know that some of
the things I had been doing were right. It also was a mind opening
experience as to different ways to teach something I thought I was
pretty good at. Much of the reading gave me a brand new outlook at
the approaches I had been using. I think a follow-up is needed or some
of us may get to feel that once again we did a whole lot of work to
change things for the better and then it is dropped with no noticeable
change. I would also like to see the book orders pushed through so we
know about what to expect in the next school year. Would it be possible
to write up a workshop where a school could get say 15 or so graphing
calculators to use with our students. The Standards also talk about using
scientific calculators, and if so we need to get some in the schools.
This Algebra I workshop was the first one of its kind in which I have
participated. It was a huge eye opener to the “new” world of Algebra I.
For those of us who have taught Algebra I for more than twenty years
in one form or other, it was encouraging to know that the subject is
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being looked at from many aspects and that we as educators realize that
not just the so called intellectuals of our day will need and use the
subject. Our world has become so technical that a working knowledge
of Algebra I is necessary for car mechanics, machinists, and plumbers
as well as accountants, nurses, and engineers. The realization of the
need for Algebra I for almost everyone can open up the subject to new
vistas and I believe improve the standards of our education on the
whole. A student who successfully completes Algebra I in one form or
another gains not only knowledge but self esteem. We need both. I
look forward to being in the line that implements the new Standards in
Springfield and hope that I can contribute some of the experience that I
have gained over the years to help the implementation of die new course
of Algebra I. I thoroughly enjoyed the workshop for many reasons. I
enjoy the give and take with my peers; I learned many things. I was so
encouraged to see teachers who are not mathematicians working so very
hard for the students’ learning. They have devised methods, gone to
many workshops, listened to anyone who was willing to help them so
they would be more effective. I am in awe of them. I learned that
there are many of us who are concerned that students leam effectively
and are willing to work toward that goal. The readings that we did
were very helpful in putting me on course to keeping up with changes in
the teaching of math. We sometimes become too satisfied and
complacent. This is detrimental to the progress of education.
These statements from the teachers who participated in this study are
quite encouraging. They indicate sensitivity to equity issues; “...not just
the so called intellectuals of our day will need and use the subject. Our
world has become so technical that a working knowledge of Algebra I is
necessary for car mechanics, machinists, and plumbers as well as
accountants, nurses, and engineers.”

These teachers’ reactions to the

workshop sequence show positive attitudes about new instructional tools for
Algebra I:

“The result of using these [Algebra] Tiles has shown an

increased interest and a faster understanding of the concepts being taught
that has led to a better performance by most of the students,” and the
usefulness of peer supervision:

“Working with a partner is an

INVALUABLE way to try new things in the classroom.”
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The results of

this study support the contention that peer supervision can work to
implement the recommendations of the NCTM Standards

in an urban

school system.

Conclusions

Teachers generally find that peer supervision is an enjoyable approach
which breaks the isolation.
Working with a partner was a very enjoyable experience. At our school
it was helpful to have the five of us in the workshop as we had several
people to share ideas with. I got together with my partner and we
planned a lesson. We also decided as soon as possible to sit in on each
other’s classes. We even planned to switch classes one day and try
teaching each other’s class. It has been so clear to me that we would all
benefit from spending more time with another math teacher(s) that we
feel comfortable with. I have already learned so much from sitting with
the other math teachers in my building who are in the workshop plus
my own partner. We immediately have so much in common and are
interested in sharing new ways of presenting concepts. I have tried out
some of the things that I have learned from our discussions with these
other teachers.
The peer supervision model can be used successfully to encourage algebra
teachers to try different teaching strategies and use unfamiliar instructional
tools such as manipulatives, calculators and computer software in their
classrooms.
Teachers successfully work together to construct their own knowledge
about new instructional practices.
When reading the booklet that [the researcher] prepared I found the first
ten pages very easy to follow. The picture and labels on each page were
self explanatory. The zero principle was familiar to me because it was
explained at a recent workshop I attended in which manipulatives were
used to model that property. The subtraction examples on page 11
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required more time and had to be tried several times. On the other hand
pages 12-17 were a real challenge. The more I read and looked at the
pictures, the more confused I got. I finally went back and actually used
the tiles to try each example and it began to make sense. When working
with my partner, the examples were so much easier and we did the
activities together and helped each other. We worked hard on the
subtraction examples and kept at it until we understood. We found
method two (additive inverse) on page 11 easier than method one. The
two hours we spent together was a learning experience for both of us.
We exchanged ideas and then decided to see if we could use the Tiles for
fractions. We decided that before we began our tiles lesson with our
students we would show a video on perimeter and area.
Teachers believe that their students learn better when instructional
strategies, recommended by the Standards are used. One workshop
participant, discussing the use of Algebra Tiles wrote:
I know the tiles make me a more effective presenter not only because of
what the students can see in front of them, but because during the
presentation, they are involved and I can walk the room scanning
student work and give them positive feedback immediately for their
efforts. They can see each other's work and offer a helping hand to
someone who might need it.
Another saw cooperative learning to be “a better method.”
After our readings and discussions on cooperative learning, I decided to
try it out in doing review exercises. This usually involved asking a
student to explain what he/she did or if no student was successful in
getting the problem, then I would write the problem out on the
overhead. Using the cooperative learning model for these review
exercises, it was found to be a better method. The students were
figuring out their own solutions, explaining their thinking and methods
to their peers and correcting each other’s errors. I feel they have a
better understanding by doing the work in groups.
The researcher worked as a facilitator encouraging the participants to
question, conjecture, experience, challenge, discuss, and practice.

This

model was carried back to their classrooms by workshop participants.
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With ongoing support, the researcher expects substantial progress toward
changing the traditional mathematics classrooms into the kind of
mathematical communities recommended by the Standards.

The NCTM

Standards can be implemented in an urban school system.

New Directions

As a result of this study there now exists a group of twenty-one Algebra
teachers who enthusiastically support the recommendations of the NCTM
Standards.

These teachers have received encouragement from their

supervisor and peer partners to teach algebra in a different manner. They
have become part of the effort to implement the NCTM Standards

in

Springfield.
The Springfield school system has the stated goal of working toward
access to equity and academic excellence for ALL students. These teachers
have expressed their support of this goal. It is the researcher’s goal, as a
mathematics supervisor, to have this cadre of teachers continue the process
of changing the way algebra is taught and learned in Springfield by
working as peer coaches with another set of algebra teachers. Through this
process the researcher expects to build a large network of Springfield
teachers using the Standards as a guide for their teaching.
The next steps include an examination of the curricula and assessment
schemes of mathematics courses which precede and those which follow
Algebra I. Can the teaching strategies and the instructional tools which
were successful in Algebra I be extended to lower and higher level
courses? The researcher plans to extend the peer supervision model, used
with these Algebra I teachers, to elementary school teachers as well as
other middle and high school math teachers. The suggested model is to
invite two elementary teachers from each grade level from each school to a
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series of workshops similar to the workshops for Algebra I teachers.
These workshops will also address the Standards - including curriculum,
assessment, teaching strategies and the use of instructional tools.
workshops will utilize peer supervision.

The

Peer supervision will then

provide ongoing support for teachers as they strive to restructure their
classrooms into environments in which students really DO mathematics.
The common themes of problem solving, reasoning, communications and
connections will be emphasized as intellectual frameworks to guide teachers
as they work together toward implementation of the Standards.

The

challenge confronting mathematics educators in Springfield is to provide
opportunities for all our students to experience mathematics as active
learners.

When they are able to test conjectures and state conclusions,

mathematics takes on a totally different perspective. As students construct
their own knowledge of mathematics they are learning how to leam.
A group of teachers will be established in each school, who feel
empowered to provide mathematics learning experiences that will prepare
all students for future opportunities.
Teachers working together will no longer feel isolated and without
support. They will share their knowledge and enthusiasm with colleagues,
students, administrators, guidance counselors, business leaders, and parents.
These teachers will not hesitate to take risks and to try new ways to engage
students in mathematical thinking and problem solving. Evaluation will be
seen as a means of improving instruction.
As teachers take more responsibility for the restructuring of their own
teaching, the role of the supervisor will expand as a facilitator providing
support. The supervisor will continue to provide educational leadership by
creating

professional

development

opportunities,

establishing

communication networks, and coordinating resources for teachers.
Working collectively, there will be continued involvement and support for
the reform effort stimulated by the NCTM Standards.
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APPENDIX: GUIDELINES
Guidelines for Constructivist Teaching

Constructivist teaching is based on Piaget’s notion that children build
their own knowledge. New understanding is not isolated, but is dependent
on previous knowledge. These new understandings take on meaning when
they are integrated into existing structures. This is an important departure
from the model of the mind as a simple information absorber, and has
implications for teaching and learning. The role of the teacher changes
from information giver to mentor and guide.

A constructivist teacher

assists learners in developing their own mental structures.

Many paths are

possible. Several strategies have been used to help children learn in this
manner.

This study focuses on five strategies which have been used

successfully with learners.
** The use of manipulatives to assist students along the path from the
concrete to the abstract.
** Cooperative learning which allows students of differing abilities to
work together to solve problems and plan strategies. Opportunities are
provided to work on group projects.
** Students are given access to tools such as calculators and computer
software to assist them in learning.
** Students are frequently provided with problems that require time for
conjecture so they have opportunities to structure their own knowledge.
Students must be made aware that they are personally responsible for
their own understanding.
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** Students benefit from the collaborative sharing of their work with
others. This strengthens their own understanding and reinforces
intellectual responsibility.
The participants will pay attention to their own individual teaching
styles and plan to incorporate some or all of these teaching strategies.
Classrooms are environments where students explore, think, and
communicate. Teachers provide a climate for this to occur.

Both the

intellectual and social atmosphere are critical for students to be successful
in gaining their own mathematical knowledge.

Constructivist teaching

enhances classroom learning.

Guidelines for Peer Coaching

Peer coaching is an alternative to traditional hierarchical supervision.
Used in education it generally involves pairs of teachers cooperating to
leam new strategies or fine-tune old ones.

In this study it is being used in

an attempt to implement the use of teaching strategies recommended by the
NCTM Standards.
reciprocal roles.

In general, a pair of teachers works together in
The coaching usually follows a process of:

a) goal

definition, b) preconference, c) data collection, and d) post conference.
When this half cycle is completed with one teacher acting as “coach” the
roles are reversed, these four steps are repeated, and the cycle completed.
** During the goal definition phase one of the teachers defines a
particular teaching strategy to focus on. The team may cooperate on
this process, or the individual’s goal may be derived as part of a
coordinated plan.
** In a preconference, details of the goal are agreed upon; what
variable is to be measured, what will the classroom implementation be,
and what measuring instrument will be used.
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** Data collection takes place in an active classroom. The coach
observes the teacher and records aspects of the teaching strategy which
are under investigation.
** A post-conference is held after data collection in the classroom.
The two teachers get together and the data is shared. The teacher acting
as coach must be nonjudgemental. Based on the data, the teacher whose
work was studied, decides what to do next.
In peer coaching, the role of the curriculum supervisor is that of a
facilitator who provides specialized training and classroom materials. The
facilitator establishes an atmosphere of trust, maintains a high level of
expectation, and works with principals and school officials as an advocate
for the teachers.
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